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Abstract
A paradoxical dilemma currently faces the entire globe: industry is both the problem and the
answer to the future of the earth's environmental health. Business is often blamed above all other
forces as the primary cause of the planet's current environmental woes. At the same time,
however, business is the only institution with the capital, technology and innovation necessary to
develop solutions to the world's environmental problems. This senior thesis investigates the
corporation's role in the environmental equation.
Sustainable development is the buzzword of the decade. The concept means development or
progress that "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs." A few businesses are already leading the way in
sustainable development action, going far beyond regulatory compliance and cleaning up past
mistakes. Other corporations need to develop similar proactive environmental policies and
initiatives if they want to survive throughout the next decade. A proactive response is defined by
Pieter Winsemius and Ulrich Guntram as one in which companies "internalize the environmental
challenge as an element of quality management.. .. Companies and industry sectors will pool their
resources with those of governments, scientific institutions, and often environmental
organizations to find solutions to the increasingly complex environmental issues."
The author considers seven reasons why corporations should adopt proactive environmental
policies and initiatives. The first is to fulfill their social responsibilities to the communities in
which they exist. No matter whether the minimal classical view of social responsibility or the
more expanded stakeholder theory is upheld, the corporation has the duty to address
environmental issues. Second, the corporation should become proactive because shareholders
are demanding it. These demands take the form of social investing and shareholder resolutions.
Consumers are also inisisting upon corporate proaction. Purchasing decisions are continually
made with environmental factors in mind. Companies must respond to consumers' desires if they
are to survive. A fourth motive for proaction is the threat of adverse publicity. Media reports on
environmental accidents can ruin a reputation for years. Fifth, corporations must become
proactive to avoid environmental liability. Both criminal and civil penalties for breaking
environmental laws are high, and the government is stepping up prosecution.
Two incentives for proaction are more positive in nature. First, proactive companies often enjoy
the benefits of helping to create and design future environmental regulation. When industry has
access to the regulatory ear, the result is often greater industry flexibility in deciding how to meet
standards and the more efficient use of resources. The second incentive is the positive impact
proaction can have on the corporate bottom line. Pollution is waste. Companies that prevent it at
the source save money on materials, remediation and regulatory compliance.

Having established the need for corporations to be environmentally proactive, the second part of
this thesis investigates how business can ta1ce part in sustainable development. The key to
business participation is building reciprocal relationships with various publics. Reciprocal
relationships allow the business organization to satisfy the demands of shareholders, consumers,
activists and government while maintaining profitability. Reciprocal relationships are built
through a process of negotiation, facilitated by the corporate communication practitioners. This
negotiation process is investigated in light of fundamental communication theories. The critical
look at the negotiation process whereby companies become environmentally proactive provides a
theoretical framework in which companies can operate.
James Carey's cultural approach to communication provides a foundation for viewing the
negotiation process from a ritual point of view. That is, in forming a sense of community with
its publics, the company goes through many adjustment processes. These processes are further
discussed in light of communication theories expounded by Wilbur Schramm, Theodore
Newcomb, and Bruce Westley and Malcolm MacLean, Jr.
Finally, the author proposes a revised view of the company negotiation process, integrating the
relevant aspects of these scholars' theories. The proposed model highlights the public relations
practitioner's role in helping the corporation and the relevant publics negotiate a satisfying
system in which both are willing to co-exist. The practitioner acts as the gatekeeper for the
company and the liaison through which the negotiation process takes place. Thus, the public
relations practitioner actively restores and maintains the community for the corporation and its
publics, a theory expounded by Dean Kruckeberg and Kenneth Starck. The significance of the
proposed model lies in its contributions to understanding the interaction of the elements involved
in ritual communication and its application of Carey's theoretical ritual communication to
pragmatic practices.
Two case studies are offered to demonstrate the proposed model in action. The first considers
the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA) Davenport Works Plant's efforts to initiate a
dialogue with environmental activists. The ALCOA case highlights the critical role of the
communication practitioner. The second case study exposes the evolutionary process whereby
Dow Chemical Company moved from an unbalanced system to a symmetrical community.
Every business entity must approach environmental issues in light of its primary business
practice and particular circumstances. There is no formula for every business to follow in
becoming proactive. There are, however, some general guidelines that have proven successful in
many companies' journey to environmental proaction. These general guidelines are outlined in
the third part of the thesis. They include: secure top management support; establish an
environmental vision; write an environmental policy; restructure the organization; solicit outside
input; pursue partnerships with industry, government and public-interest groups; train, reward
and listen to employees; develop a crisis plan; communicate openly and honestly; implement a
regular environmental audit; conduct life cycle analysis; and investigate true-cost accounting.
The most fundamental guideline for corporations to follow is making a long-term commitment to
environmental proaction. Today's environmental problems were not created overnight, nor can
they be solved through quick fix approaches. Any corporation wanting to become a leader in
sustainable development must understand and accept the magnitude of the task it is undertaking.
As one former EPA administrator said, "Companies must be willing to make substantial, lasting
modifications to their operations if they intend to survive even into the next decade.
Environmentally aware consumers will demand it, and the planet's survival may well depend
upon it"

PART ONE:
A NEED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROACTION

"Many essential human needs can be met only through goods and services provided
by industry... .lndustry has the power to enhance or degrade the environment; it
invariably does both."
-World Commission on Environment
and Development, 1987
(Schmidheiny, 1992, p. 97)
Thus the paradoxical dilemma facing the entire globe unfolds. Business is the
lifeblood of the world as we know it It allows people to physically sustain their lives, find
purpose in their actions, and prosper. At the same time, however, business is arguably the
single greatest destroyer offuture life on this planet through environmentally harmful
practices. The answer to this struggle between economic development and environmental
protection is sustainable development. The Business Council for Sustainable Development
(BCSD) defines the phrase as a form of development or progress that "meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"
(Schmidheiny, 1992, p. 6). The declaration of the council is signed by some 50 worldwide business leaders and says, " ... economic growth and environmental protection are
inextricably linked, and... the quality of present and future life rests on meeting basic
human needs without destroying the environment on which all life depends" (Schmidheiny,

1992, p. xi).
Consumers, activist organizations, governments, and business find themselves
grappling with the problems and solutions posed by sustainable development. These
groups and individuals are trying to answer a number of complex questions: How can
individuals take action to reduce consumption and waste without decreasing their standards
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of living? How can governments regulate business to prevent ecological abuses, yet allow
room for growth and innovation? How can developing nations feed their populations and
attract industry without raping their land? How can environmental activist groups promote
their cause while recognizing the viability of competing economic considerations? How
can businesses compete and profit on a global scale while shouldering increasing
environmental costs?
Sustainable development as a solution to the earth's environmental problems has
evolved over time. The concept itself was introduced just a decade ago (Smith, 1992).
Before it came the grassroots environmental movements of the late 1%0s and early 1970s.
These early initiatives focused on local problems, particularly pollution from specific pipes
and smokestacks. The environmental issues emerging on the political agenda in the 1980s
were more international in scope. They ranged from acid rain, to holes in the ozone layer,
to global warning. The solutions to these problems were likewise more complex, focusing
on the very nature of human activities. Report after report concluded that human attempts
at progress are unsustainable. Hence the concept of sustainable development came to
dominate the development/environment debate (Schmidheiny, 1992).
The shift in environmental focus over the years parallels a shift in the role played by
business. Initially, industry was the primary target of blame for environmental destruction.
Activists, consumers and shareholders would single out a business with a poor
environmental record and demand change. For example, Campaign GM in 1970 brought
shareholders and social activists together to lobby General Motors for changes in
environmental and minority employment practices, among other issues (Minow & Deal,
1991). As the environmental movement came of age, industry was still blamed for
numerous ecological woes, but industry's capacity to improve the environment was also
recognized. Coalitions such as the BCSD and the Global Environmental Management
Initiative (GEMi) developed to discuss the issues and formulate strategies.
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Business' role as a primary player in sustainable development is recognized by
business leaders, government and environmental activists alike. These groups see
business, with its access to capital and high technology coupled with its propensity for
innovation, as the key to future environmental health. President of the World Wildlife
Fund Kathryn Fuller (1992) writes:
Overturning the accepted way of doing things can be a daunting, even paralyzing,
prospect. But no group is better equipped to accomplish that than the international
business community, which has the resources to explore and develop the paths
leading to a more sustainable future .... [E]nvironmental management of the planet
will require a variety of solutions that are far beyond the capacity of either
governments or environmental organizations to devise (p. 24).
A few businesses are already leading the way in sustainable development action,
going far beyond regulatory compliance and cleaning up past mistakes. A Business Week
article describes how these companies will "make and distribute a product more efficiently
than ever, worry about its lifelong environmental impact, plan for its recycling and get their
suppliers on the bandwagon" (Smith, 1992). Stephan Schmidheiny, chairman of BCSD
and author of Changing course: A global business perspective on development and the
environment. (19CJ2) writes that this sort of change requires more than just advances in
technology. "It is achieved only by profound changes in the goals and assumptions that
drive corporate activities, and change in the daily practices and tools used to reach them.
This means a break with the business-as-usual mentalities and conventional wisdom that
sidelines environmental and human concerns" (p. 10).
This change in business' environmental role did not transcend overnight. Rather, it
was a long process whereby board members, CEOs and managers slowly began to realize
the implications of their actions on the environment and on the corporate bottom line. In
the past, corporations were able to largely ignore environmental concerns for a number of
reasons. Environmental management seemed less urgent because the risks were less
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personal and less immediate than other concerns. Consumers weren't actively aware of
and involved in environmental issues. And, corporations lacked information on the cause
and effect of JX)llution and had misconceptions about a seemingly endless supply of raw
materials and disposal sites (Newman & Breeden, 1992).
These conditions changed within the last decade, however. A number of new
factors emerged to highlight the imJX)rtance of corporate environmental management.
According to John Newman and Kay Breeden (1992), both of Booz-Allen & Hamilton, a
worldwide environmental consulting firm, these factors include:
• An increase in environmental regulations, fines and criminal penalties
• Increased consumer demands for environmentally friendly products and actions
against corporations with poor environmental records
• Improved scientific awareness of the cause and effect of JX)llution and other
environmental harms, and
• Increasingly vocal interest groups such as regulators, environmental activists,
media and employees, who influence corporate actions.
Now, all parties are looking to industry for answers. Newman and Breeden (1992)
write, "[C]onsumers, JX)liticians and the media are laying resJX)nsibility for past JX)llution
and future action squarely, even disproJX)rtionately, at the feet of corporations. The result
is a rising of baseline public expectations for corporate environmental management and
fewer opJX)rtunities."
Recent surveys of corporate executives attest to the rising imJX)rtance of
environmental issues in corporate decision making. A 1990 survey of U.S. industrial
corporations by Deloitte & Touche and the Stanford University Graduate School of
Business found that 45 percent of resJX)ndents believed environmental issues were 'critical'
while 68 percent thought environmental issues would grow in imJX)rtance over the next five
years (Harris; 1992). A Booz-Allen & Hamilton 1991 survey found that only seven
percent of U.S. companies are comfortable with the challenges they face. Seventy-five
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percent have a published policy on which to base environmental decisions, but half of these
policies are only two years old (Barron, 1991). While environmental expenditures already
average at 2.4 percent of industry sales, senior managers expect them to increase to 4.3
percent by the year 2CXX> (Winsemius & Guntram, 1992).

It is increasingly evident that all parties, from government to consumers to activists
to executives, are expecting business to lead the movement towards sustainable
development But, why should business executives be concerned with environmental
issues? And how can executives fulfill this leadership role while maintaining profitability?
These are the questions addressed in this thesis. First, the need for corporations to move
beyond regulatory compliance and towards a proactive stance on environmental issues will
be established. Second, a theoretical framework allowing companies to develop this
proactive stance will be offered. Finally, practical guidelines for developing and
implementing proactive environmental initiatives will be provided.

A Need for Proaction
Leadership in the sustainable development movement requires corporations to
develop aggressive, proactive environmental positions. A "proactive response" is defined
by Pieter Winsemius and Ulrich Guntram ( 1992) as one in which companies "internalize
the environmental challenge as an element of quality management....Companies and
industry sectors will pool their resources with those of governments, scientific institutions,
and often environmental organizations to find solutions to the increasingly complex
environmental issues." The corporation responding proactively will also develop a vision
which defines the corporation's environmental goals and inspires all levels within the
corporation to accept the environmental challenge. This proactive response is on the far
end of a spectrum of environmental responses including reactive, receptive and constructive
(see figure 1).
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Figure 1- Development stages in corporate environmental response. Model by
Winsemius, P., & Guntram, U. ( 1992). Responding to the environmental challenge.
Business Horizons, 32(2), 12-20.

The opposite of proaction is a reactive response. Here, a company is defensive,
taking the attitude, "We will do what is legally required, but we don't like it." The
company implements the necessary end-of-pipe solutions while trying to minimize its
response and costs. A company responding receptively begins to accept its environmental
responsibility, making line management accountable. Still, all solutions stay within the
boundaries of the current business and are aimed at meeting government criteria A
constructive company response begins to look outside the boundaries of the current
business to find more fundamental solutions. For example, some industries are developing
a cradle-to-grave approach where they accept responsibility for their products beginning
with resource extraction, through processing, and until ultimate disposal. It is in the
constructive response phase that companies begin striving for technological or
organizational quantum leaps (Winsemius & Guntram, 1992).
A 1991 McKensey survey of more than 400 senior executives of major companies
worldwide found that most companies fall in the reactive or receptive response categories.
The top two environmental concerns cited by the survey respondents demonstrate this
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reactive mode: 35 percent were preoccupied with regulations and 28 percent with
preventing incidents. More visionary, proactive goals of enhancing positive image,
integrating the environment into corporate strategy and realizing new market opportunities
ranked much lower at 15 percent, 13 percent and 9 percent, respectively. The survey
concluded that the most progressive companies falling into the constructive response phase
tend to be "multinational companies in highly competitive industries that are close to the
consumer and headquartered in cutting-edge regions" (Winsemius & Guntram, 1992).
A Booz-Allen & Hamilton survey conducted in 19CJ1 reached similar conclusions:
corporations are lacking in proactive responses. The survey report states, "Companies
recognize the need to shift the emphasis of their programs from a regulatory-driven reactive
mode to a more proactive and innovative posture" (Barron, 19CJ1, p. 3). The issues that
drive environmental policies at the 220 responding companies substantiate this claim.
Those companies deemed environmental "leaders" in the survey had policies driven by
competitive action and consumer awareness. The non-leading company policies, on the
other hand, were driven by the threat of lawsuits, criminal prosecution and adverse
publicity (Newman & Breeden, 1992).
There are numerous reasons why a company should adopt a proactive
environmental stance. They range from the notion of social responsibility to consumer
demand to improving the bottom line. The following paragraphs answer the question,
"Why should my company be proactive?" by outlining the key issues affected by a
proactive corporate environmental policy.

Social Responsibility
A theoretical rationale for a proactive environmental stance lies in a corporation's
responsibility to society. Keith Davis and Robert L. Blomstrom define social responsibility
as the idea that "decision makers are obligated to take actions which protect and improve the
welfare of society as a whole along with their own interests" (McAdams, 19CJ2, p. 115).
Within this general definition, however, lie many competing theories on the degree to
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which corporations are responsible to society at large. A brief discussion of just two
theories, classical and stakeholder, will prove that environmental issues fall squarely within
a corporation's social responsibility.
At a minimum, according to classical theory, the corporation is responsible for
malting profits for stockholders. In earning profits, the corporation must stay within the
limits of the law, or "within the rules of the game" as Milton Friedman, the originator of
classical theory, wrote (Bowie, 1991, p. 56-57). Classicists go so far to say that if
corporate managers engage in activities other than profit-malting ventures, they violate their
fiduciary duty to shareholders (Bandow, 1992). The classicist, then, would argue that
environmental issues only fall within the realm of corporate concern if they directly impact
profits or if they are restricted by law. It is obvious that numerous environmental issues
are regulated by government and impact profits via their regulatory compliance costs.
Thus, even the corporation subscribing to the most minimalist social responsibility theory
must concern itself with environmental issues. In addition, a proactive stance on the
environment will prove to benefit shareholders more than reactive responses. Minow and
Deal (1991) explain: "Companies that do not pay adequate attention to the environment

suffer boycotts, lawsuits and increasing regulatory fines. Accidents themselves can be
very costly .... Needless to say, a company paying millions in environmental fines and
cleanup fees and fighting the legal system to keep its CEO out of jail will not be maximizing
shareholder value." Further evidence as to the positive financial impact of proactive
initiatives will be provided later. Let is suffice to say that proaction improves the bottom
line and is thus an appropriate concern for the classicist.
The stakeholder theory of social responsibility extends the company's duties
beyond satisfying only shareholders. This theory asserts that the corporation must also
protect and promote the rights of other stakeholders such as employees, customers,
suppliers and the local community (Bowie, 1991). Within this context, proactive
environmental initiatives are the corporation's duty when such actions meet the needs of the
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various stakeholders. For example, if customers demand environmentally safe products,
the corporation is duty-bound to provide such products. The following paragraphs will
detail how stakeholders, including consumers and government officials, are demanding
proactive action from corporations, and thus it is their responsibility to respond
appropriately.
As one continues to enlarge the definition of social responsibility, the corporation's
environmental responsibilities also grow. Therefore, regardless of management's view of
social responsibility, the corporation is duty-bound to address environmental concerns. A
proactive treatment of these concerns will prove most beneficial, as the following evidence
suggests.

Shareholder demand
Corporate shareholders are increasingly demanding proactive corporate
environmental action from managers. These demands take the form of social investing and
shareholder resolutions. Social investing is the consideration of more factors than just
profit or returns when making investment decisions. Organizations such as the Council on
Economic Priorities evaluate companies on their charitable giving, women and minority
advancement, animal testing, community outreach, South Africa, environmental
stewardship, family benefits, and workplace issues so social investors may make informed
decisions. (Marlin, 1992). Social investing is on the rise, largely due to the prevalence of
institutional investment funds. According to the Social Investment Forum, over $650
billion was invested in "socially responsible" companies in 1991, up 25 percent from 1990
levels and 60 percent from 1988 figures (Osgood, 1993). "A major component of these
SRI (socially responsible investing) dollars are related directly, if not exclusively, to a
company's environmental performance record," according to Peter G. Osgood, Managing
Principal of the Osgood Global Group (1993). Wayne Silby, creator of one of the first
general issue social investment funds, concurs: "It turns out.. that a company with good
'social' indicators, alongside solid financial indicators, usually yields better results than the
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stock market average .... These funds' successes apparently have to do with the value of
long-term investments; environmentally sound companies are more efficient. Companies
with fair workplaces have more loyal people. And both face fewer lawsuits" (Kleiner,
1992).
A more pressing concern for some corporations are the shareholder resolutions
cropping up on proxy statements. The most widely recognized of these resolutions are the
Valdez Principles (see appendix A), created by the Coalition for Environmentally
Responsible Economies shortly after the Exxon tanker Valdez spilled 11 million gallons of
crude oil into Alaska's Prince William Sound in 1989. The principles are more than
puffery, binding the signing company to ten environmental policies including an annual
audit of environmental behavior (Bavaria, 1992). Twenty-five companies were asked to
report on the principles in 1990, while in 1991, shareholders voted on the principles at 31
companies (Minow & Deal, 1991). By February of 1992, thirty-four companies had
endorsed the principles and developed systems to support them (Bavaria, 1992). Whether
through social investing or shareholder resolutions, the owners of corporations are
beginning to demand corporate accountability when it comes to environmental issues.
Managers must respond appropriately if they want to remain profitable and in control.

Consumer demand
While shareholder action is often viewed as a limited threat, consumers' opinions
are critical. Survey after survey shows that consumers are increasingly environmentally
conscience, and are making purchasing decisions based on this new environmental ethic.
A recent Roper Poll found 85 percent of Americans calling the environment the most
serious issue in the 1990s (Rosenberg, 1992). Over half of the people surveyed by Abt
Associates said they had purchased a product they felt was better for the environment,
boycotted a specific product they felt was environmentally harmful, or boycotted products
made by a company they believed was damaging the environment (LaCovey, 1991). More
than 80 percent of Americans say protecting the environment is more important than
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keeping prices down, according to a Wall Street Journal/NBC News survey conducted in
July of 1991 (Glass, 1992).
Some reports show that consumers' actions do not live up to their talk. Surveys
indicate that consumers are willing to pay seven to 20 percent more for environmentally
friendly products. The Wall Street Journal (Reitman, 1992) reports, "But retailers and
manufacturers say that sentiment hasn't held up at the cash register." The Journal
continues that green products haven't gained mass acceptance for a variety of reasons
including poor performance, appearance, and texture, and/or inconvenience (Reitman,
1992). A 1992 study by the Roper Organization found that a only a quarter of Americans
could be called green-oriented consumers. Even still, Roper's research director Brad Fay
contends these consumers are significant. ''The early conventional wisdom was that green
consumers represented a huge market.. .. But though they are a minority, they represent
some of the most attractive consumers - more educated, more affluent, and quite strong in
their sentiment. They're a force to be reckoned with" (Snyder, 1992).
The membership growth enjoyed by environmental groups is also testament to
society's increasing environmental awareness. Greenpeace's membership is up 50 percent
over 1988 (Thomas, 1992). Others, such as the World Wildlife Fund, experienced a 215
percent increase in membership between 1986 and 1989, largely a direct reaction to the
Exxon-Valdez oil spill. "While charitable giving has been flat during the recession,
contributions to environmental organizations increased 30% in 1990" (Ketchum Public
Affairs, 1992). The President of Ketchum Public Affairs states that at last count, the top
ten U.S. environmental groups shared about eight million members and a combined budget
of over $250 million (Paluszek, 1992).
With their strong environmental slant, American consumers are largely unimpressed
with corporate environmental progress so far. An Advertising Age consumer survey found
that 57 percent of respondents could not think of one company that comes to mind as being
the most environmentally responsible (Chase & Smith, 1992). Recall is much better when
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asked to name companies that are environmental polluters, however, with Exxon topping
the list (Ketchum Public Affairs, 1992). Eighty-five percent of Advertising Age survey
respondents think American companies should be doing more to become environmentally
responsible (Chase & Smith, 1992). And finally, another poll by the Cambridge Energy
Research Associates found that 68 percent of Americans think more government regulation
will be needed to stop pollution (Parrish, 1993).
Consumers' increased environmental awareness means they will not be
"greenwashed" by corporate claims. Attempts at pure public relations unsubstantiated by
true environmental commitment and policies will eventually be revealed, causing more
harm than good. This scenario has already unfolded in some instances, such as Mobil's
embarrassment after it claimed its Hefty trash bags were biodegradable. Critics pointed out
that nothing is biodegradable after it hits the landfill. As a result, Mobil agreed to pay
California and five other states $150,000 in damages (Snyder, 1992). Producer's prolific
environmental product claims are making consumers particularly wary. Currently, there
are no federal standards governing environmental labeling, and claims are often confusing
and unfounded (Reitman, 1992). Fifty-two percent of those polled in the Advertising Age
survey said "so many companies are making environmental claims about their products that
they find themselves paying less attention to the messages" (Chase & Smith, 1992). The
findings of California's Hartman Group further demonstrate consumers' skepticism. They
report that only 13 percent of American's believe companies are trustworthy sources of
environmental information (Glass, 1992). A Roper survey found that Americans are
turning to TV news (75 percent) and newspapers (65 percent) for their information on
environmental problems. Large corporations ranked dead last in the survey, with only 11
percent affirming them as information sources (Seymour, 1991).
All companies are in the business of creating consumers. If they do not respond to
consumer demands, they are sure to fail. John Paluszek, President of Ketchum Public
Affairs (1992), summarized this need when he said, "Good business practise, today and
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tomorrow-that's what we're talking about. Responsiveness to what customers,
shareholders and employees want Not altruism. Just meeting the demands of a free
market"

Adverse Publicity
Consumer's concern for environmental issues coupled with adverse publicity can
force companies into crisis situations. Major incidents, such as the Exxon-Valdez oil spill
in 1989 and the 1984 gas leak at the Union Carbide plant in Bhopal, India, leave a dark
blemish on the corporate face, not to mention leaving the company open to public criticism,
increased regulation and enormous liability settlements. It doesn't take a major accident to
get a company in trouble, however. Federal government requirements to file companies'
use and release of hazardous and toxic substances can stir an outcry. For example,
managers at the Aluminum Company of America's Davenport Works plant woke up one
morning to a new company tag: Iowa's largest toxic air polluter. National media were
asking questions about the company's perchlorethylene releases as a result of Superfund
Amendment and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Title III reports filed with the federal
government Although Davenport Works was able to calm the uproar, it put managers in
an undesirable crisis communications mode (T. Wilkinson, personal communication,
September 20, 1993).
The media are quite tuned-in to environmental issues, often digging out both
negative and positive industry stories. Public Relations Journal reports, "[f]he media's
attention to environmental issues has been institutionalized. A bevy of environmental
reporters across the country are now being specifically assigned to the 'eco-beat.' An
organization - the Society of Environmental Professional Journalists - has been formed"
(Baran, 1991). Avoiding adverse media attention is obviously a goal if corporations want
to stay on the good side of environmentally conscience consumers and government
regulators.
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A survey of Minnesota businesses shows that potential damage to public image is
the driving force behind regulatory compliance for some companies. Sixty-five percent of
executives said they were motivated by concern over the company's public image, more so
than the threat of fines (50 percent), employee dissatisfaction (42 percent) or the threat of
lawsuits (41 percent) (Associated Press, 1992). These executives' reasoning is not
unfounded, according to Frank B. Friedman (1992), vice president of health, environment
and safety for Occidental Petroleum Corporation. "Acquiring a reputation as a polluter
creates regulatory problems that later create operating difficulties, not only with
environmental agencies, but with securities regulators and investors as a result of required
disclosures .... A tarnished reputation can also hinder expansions or modifications of plants
and facilities," he writes. Protecting the corporate image in this age of environmental
awareness can only be achieved through proactive environmental strategies.

Environmental Liability
A fifth reason companies need to adopt a proactive environmental stance lies in
increasing environmental liabilities. Recent years have seen a proliferation of both federal
and state environmental regulations and strengthening of regulatory enforcement. Both
civil and criminal penalties abound, and not just for the corporate entity. Corporate officers
are increasingly held personally responsible for their company's environmental impacts.
Sometimes corporate officers do not even need to be personally involved in the violation to

be held responsible, but only need to have the authority to "deter, prevent and abate a
release of hazardous substances." Thus, some corporate officers may face criminal liability
based on the conduct of their subordinates (Adams, Jonas, & Lee, 1992).
Targeting an individual rather than the corporate entity makes sense to
environmental prosecutors. "You can imprison an individual and it is then 'personal.'
When a company is sued, it goes to 'the lawyers' somewhere 'out there.' When you are
sued, it is real, especially when you are facing time," says RobertJ. Posch, Jr., vice
president of legal affairs for Doubleday Bood & Music Clubs, Inc. (19<Jl). In addition, the
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Department of Justice may pursue the incarceration of officials because it is the one cost of
business that cannot be passed along to consumers (Posch, 1991).
The costs of criminal and civil liabilities can be high, both for the corporation and
the individual. Penalties vary according to each statute and the seriousness of the violation.
For example, under the Clean Water Act, individuals can be fined $250,000 and
imprisoned up to 15 years or both for knowing endangerment The organization can also

be fined up to $1,000,000 (Posch, 1991). Furthermore, the Environmental Protection
Agency has demonstrated aggressive enforcement of federal statutes in recent years. "In
1990, the agency successfully undertook 1,5fi0 enforcement actions, collecting $61.3
million in penalties. These fines represent a 74 percent increase over the 1989 levels."
That same year, managers were sentenced to a total of 62 years in prison (Marshall &
Mayer, 1992).

It should be noted that manufacturers are not the only organizations subject to
environmental laws and regulations. Rather, any company that has or acquires buildings or
property endures potential liability risks. In particular, under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), liability
for clean-up costs is extended to four categories of persons including current and past
owners, often times regardless of who deposited the hazardous materials in the first place
(Buhr, 1991). It is obvious that environmental liability is both an expense and a public
disgrace few organizations and individuals can afford. A proactive environmental policy
backed up by regular environmental audits can go a long way in preventing environmental
liabilities.

Regulatory Input
The preceding five reasons a corporation should develop a proactive environmental
stance focused largely on the negative impacts of environmental risks. There are also great
opportunities to be realized through an aggressive environmental policy. One opportunity
is the chance to influence future regulation in order to better benefit the company, industry
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and society. Both government officials and business managers recognize that regulation is
often economically inefficient and suppresses innovation (Mathews, 1992). These
realizations, coupled with industry's display of increasing respect for the environment,
have encouraged government to listen to industry suggestions and take advantage of its
expertise when formulating laws and regulations. For example, under the 1990 Clean Air
Act (CAA), "the EPA is fully exercising its authority to establish independent committees,
consisting of representatives from government, industry, the academy, public interest
groups, and labor groups. The committees are established specifically to assist the agency
with technical issues and policy development under the new CAA" (Thomas, 1992).
When industry has access to the regulatory ear, numerous important issues can be
identified. For example, business often raises the issue of competitiveness and appropriate
burden sharing when participating in "reg-neg" sessions. Industry can also promote
acceptable technological alternatives perhaps overlooked by policy makers. And, perhaps
most importantly, corporations have the opportunity to offer economic incentive strategies
for achieving compliance as opposed to the traditional command-and-control approach of
mandating emissions reductions by all polluters (Guttmann, Sierck, & Friedland, 1992).
The result of raising such issues is often greater industry flexibility in deciding how to meet
standards and the more efficient use of resources (Rogers, 1992).
One prime example of proactive corporate environmental policy influencing
regulation is 3M's Pollution Prevention Pays (3P) program. According to 3M Public
Affairs Manager, Lowell Ludford, promotion of the 3P program is credited with
influencing the passage of 1m amendments to the Water Quality Law. One objective
sought by 3M was a focus on environmental results rather than specifying exact controls.
The amendments reflected that industry desire. "3M's public relations program was also
cited for helping soften regulatory attitudes toward industry," Ludford said (1991). "This
represented a major shift of direction in policy. In fact, after learning about 3P, the
Environmental Protection Agency and Commerce Department instituted regular regional
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conferences for dialogue between industry and government on pollution prevention
technology."
Environmental regulation can also tum positive for companies proactive enough to
recognize trends and jump on the bandwagon early. "Environmental regulation ought in
some ways to be attractive to companies," explains Frances Caimeross, environment editor
for The Economist. "If a company can see that regulation is coming and can get in ahead of
that regulation and can develop the product and the market and do all the research and
investment, then it will be in a strong competitive position when the regulation comes
along. Remember that some industries will actually gain competitiveness from
environmental regulation" (Enslow, 1992). Proactive environmental strategies allow both
the regulatory input and competitive advantage companies need to profitably survive.

Impact on the Bottom Line
There is little doubt that environmental compliance is expensive. U.S. business
spends more than $65 billion a year complying with federal environmental regulations
alone (Enslow, 1992). The total pollution control costs to government and industry
combined total more than $100 billion each year (Siwolop, 1993). The EPA estimates that
figure will jump to $160 billion, nearly 3 percent of the nation's GNP, by the year 2000
(Thomas, 1992). Surveys show that environmental expenditures total an average of 2
percent of sales for companies, although the figures vary widely. On the higher end,
electronics and automotive industry companies pay an average of 25 and 65 percent,
respectively, according to a Booz-Allen & Hamilton study. Consumer goods and chemical
industry companies average about 38 percent of their post-tax net income on environmental
programs _(Barron, 1991).
Although regulation costs are high, compliance is not an option. Corporations must
comply with regulations or face even greater costs associated with fines, court battles and
loss of reputation. The costs of environmental compliance can largely be offset, however,
by savings from proactive environmental strategies. The basic philosophy behind proactive
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initiatives positively impacting the bottom line was expressed by Bruce Smart, Senior
Fellow at the World Resources Institute and author of Beyond compliance: A new industry
view of the environment, (19'J2, p. 3): "Pollution is waste, and preventing it at the source
can save money in materials and in end-of-the-pipe remediation." Through proactive
policies, operations become more efficient and costs are reduced.
3M Company believes so strongly in this idea that it named its primary
environmental program Pollution Prevention Pays. The program is founded on the idea
that " ... prevention is more environmentally effective, technically sound and less costly than
conventional control procedures.... Furthermore, at best, conventional pollution removal
facilities only constrain a problem, they do not eliminate it - and it is toward pollution
elimination, not pollution control, that the 3M Program is dedicated" (Osgocxi, 1993). The
program is paying off, spawning more than 4,000 environmentally motivated projects since
its implementation in 1975. Managers estimate that 3P has kept more than 1 billion pounds
of pollutant from entering the air, land and water, saving the company more than$(,()()
million. Future environmental goals intend to reap even more cost savings. The
company's environmental agenda calls for slashing all releases into the environment 90
percent and generating 50 percent less solid waste by 1995. These additional cuts, coupled
with other programs, should help the company shave up to 10 percent off the unit cost of
making most of its products (Siwolop, 1993). Other benefits stem from 3M's proactive
approach, including "materials conservation, reduced regulatory compliance paperwork,
fewer potential liabilities, improved competitive position, improved company reputation,
and lowered waste-disposal costs" (Smart, 19'J2).
A study by the research group Inform found that many U.S. chemical companies
are recognizing similar savings from their proactive environmental strategies. Only one
waste-reduction project of 181 studied actually led to a net increase in costs. "Fifteen
percent of the pollution-reduction activities for which dollar gains were reported saved their
respective companies $1 million or more annually. Nearly half saved between $45,000 and
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$1 million a year." One-fourth of the waste-reduction projects required no capital
investment, while less than half required investments under $100,000. Companies
recouped these investments in fewer than 18 months, on the average (Siwolop, 1993).
Environmental proaction can also tum into competitive advantage, thereby
generating even more profits. Companies that jump into environmental action ahead of
their competitors can win market recognition for their environmental programs and generate
profits from "green" markets. Booz-Allen & Hamilton's 1991 survey found many
companies are discovering environmentally-based business opportunities in both their core
businesses and by diversifying into environmental services that mesh with their primary
business. "Companies are redesigning existing product lines to offer products with lower
environmental costs, taking market share away from competitors' products with higher
environmental costs. Companies that recognize this trend are selling more green products
in new and existing lines as well as traditional products repackaged for environmental
appeal, when these products do not carry a cost or performance penalty for the consumer"
(Newman & Breeden, 1992).
Environmentally proactive programs can both reduce costs and develop into profit
centers. It is this recognition that may be fostering the trend away from the historical
emphasis on regulatory compliance. Instead, companies today are considering
expenditures with the prospect of positive returns. Managers predict an increase in
nonregulatory spending over the next decade, including areas such as improving
manufacturing processes, minimizing waste, practicing conservation and environmentally
safe product development ( Newman & Breeden, 1992). The corporate bottom line is
positively linked to sustainable development. "The common denominator between the
environment and development is efficiency - efficiency in using resources and creating
wealth," said Schmidheiny (Siwolop, 1993).
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Broadening perspective
If companies hope to survive throughout the next decade, they must begin to weave
a proactive swatch of green into their daily business practices. Many companies are
beginning to initiate such programs. Others, however, remain hopelessly stuck in their
"business-as-usual" mode of operation. Even those businesses beginning to recognize and
incorporate environmental values into corporate thinking have much room to grow, for
most tend to focus their attention on media-specific impacts of their industry (Newman &
Breeden, 1992). This is somewhat expected, as these areas hold the greatest risks and
opportunities. Smart (1992), however, sees the need for a broader perspective. He notes
that few companies consider poverty, population growth, or the industrial environmental
problems abroad among their environmental concerns. "Global problems will require
global, not national, responses .... We would expect the widening environmental
perceptions of business leaders to eventually embrace the holistic views now typical of
environmental thinkers" (p. 255-256).
Proactive participation in sustainable development is the only strategy open to
businesses trying to survive. In Changing Course, Schmidheiny (1992, p. 13) invites
business to "participate in devising the rules of the new game, striving to make them
simple, practical and efficient. No one can reasonably doubt that fundamental change is
needed. This fact offers us two basic options: we can resist as long as possible, or we can
join those shaping the future." Section two of this thesis, "A negotiation model for
company survival" investigates how business can take part in shaping this new "game."

Part three offers practical guidelines for companies willing to take the challenge.
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PART TWO:
A NEGOTIATION MODEL FOR COMPANY SURVIVAL

"Continued movement toward sustainable development depends heavily on the ongoing
engagement of the leading companies and their CEOs. Besides supporting what is
already apparently under way, CEO leadership is necessary to incorporate environmental
factors fully into corporate strategic plans, to forge cooperative links with national and
international environmental groups, and to work with like-minded citizens and public
officials to develop a framework of effective environmental policies on both a national
and multilateral basis. They can expect continued public and environmentalist pressure
to hasten their efforts."
-Bruce Smart,
Beyond Compliance (1992)
The need for proactive corporate environmental initiatives has been established. Now,
Smart provides a sample of the depth and commitment a proactive approach requires. Business
must take a leading role in the new "game" of sustainable development if it wants to survive. As
Smart suggests, sustainable development requires the cooperation of industries, activists, consumers and governments world-wide. Even while the business is cooperating with all these
players, it must not lose sight of its primary purpose of earning profits. The only way business
can build cooperation while upholding its fiduciary duty is to build reciprocal relationships with
its publics.
Reciprocal relationships are closely tied to the notion of social responsibility previously
discussed. James Grunig and Todd Hunt (1984) placed social responsibility in the realm of
relationship building, and in particular public relations. "Public responsibility is a basic tenet of
public relations. If the organization does not need to be responsible to its publics, it also does not
need a public relations function" (Grunig and Hunt, 1984, p. 52). The scholars also give argument that social responsibility intertwined with public relations goes beyond altruism to posi-
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tively affect the corporate bottom line. ''The organization must be responsible to maintain the
freedom to behave in the way it wants, which it must do in order to be profitable or to achieve
other goals. And it needs a communication link - a public relations function - to show what it
has done to be responsible" (Grunig and Hunt, 1984, p. 52).
This communication link is the primary agent in building reciprocal relationships. E.
Bruce Harrison, author of Going Green: How to Communicate Your Company's Environmental
Commitment, identifies the relationship building function as "sustainable communication."
"Sustainable communication is a process of creating tactical relationships. It helps the company
get on the 'sustainable development' train by building support and participation and by helping
to keep the environmental management decisions focused. For example, citizen advisory panels
help a company make environmental management decisions that are 'right' because the decisions
meet the needs of people whose opinions matter. ... The new process has company and 'publics'
on the same side of the table, looking at problems and options together" he says (Q&A on environmental communication, 1993, p. 3).
Others agree that the communication practitioner must play a primary role as a business
defines its proactive environmental policies. "Professional communicators build credibility by
understanding constituent issues and crafting a program that addresses these issues in a meaningful way," according to Riff Yeager, CEO/president Yeager Pine & Mundale, a Minneapolisbased public relations firm. "Companies not used to factoring public relations professionals into
the decision-making process may find themselves managing by crisis rather than practicing crisis
management" (Shaefer Vandervoort, 1991, p. 14).
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Negotiation
Reciprocal relationships are built through a process of negotiation. Negotiation implies
that the company and another entity (a relevant public) are not in agreement regarding an issue.
An example within the environmental arena is a company which wishes to maximize profits may
seek the cheapest way possible to dispose of wastes. The community in which the company
exists, however, sees this dumping of wastes as a hazard to their waterways and ultimately their
drinking water. The government also enters the picture with its concern for upholding environmental regulations. Thus, all parties are not in agreement regarding which priorities to pursue.
The situation calls for negotiation.
Negotiation also assumes, however, that the parties involved either do not want to or
cannot break-off relations. The corporation chooses not to ignore the concerns of the community
for fear of public disapproval and loss of support. The community does not want to cut-off
contact with the company because it recognizes the company as providing benefits for the community, such as employment and economic wealth. Company-government relations cannot be
suspended for obvious reasons: the company wishes to remain intact and free of legal ramifications, and the government does not have ultimate power to banish the company. Thus, negotiation takes place in a context where disagreeing parties wish to remain in contact.
Negotiation is a communicative act. The parties at bay reach some sort of satisfactory
position through communication, whether it be written memos, face-to-face meetings, or even
arbitration by a judge in the case of lawsuits. Thus, the negotiation process that allows the
development of reciprocal relationships is primarily a communication process. In the corporate
setting, this communicative function is carried out by the public relations staff.
The second section of this thesis investigates the negotiation process which allows reciprocal relationship development in light of fundamental communication models and theories. The
discussion does not exhaust all views of communication, but rather, only those fundamental
theories which shed light on the negotiation process between the company and a relevant public.
First, Stuart Hall's Neo-Marxist viewpoint is refuted. Then, a ritual view of communication as
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expounded by John Dewey and James Carey is adopted as the conceptual framework in which to
consider the company negotiation process. The transmission view of communication is rejected,
although several communication models transmission in nature are reviewed for their contributions to understanding the negotiation process. Specifically, the discussion includes two models
· by Wilbur Schramm, Theodore Newcomb's A-B-X model, and Bruce Westley and Malcolm
Macl.ean's application of the A-B-X model to mass media. The author ultimately proposes a
model of the company negotiation process which integrates the relevant aspects of these communication models. This company negotiation model identifies the public relations practitioner as
the gatekeeper for the company and the key communication link between the negotiating company and its relevant publics. The public relations practitioner facilitates the negotiation process,
allowing the company to develop reciprocal relationships with its publics.
The utilities of this negotiation model are revealed in two aspects. First, the interaction
of the elements involved in ritual communication is demonstrated in the model. The dynamics
articulated extend the understanding of James Carey's ritual communication. Second, the relationships among the company, the public, the public relations practitioner, and the issue involved
as proposed by the model serve to apply abstract theoretical discussions of Carey's ritual communication to pragmatic practices.

Stuart Hall - The 'Ideological Effect'
Stuart Hall (1977), in "Culture, the media and the 'ideological effect,"' describes the role
of the mass media from a Neo-Marxist point of view. This critical theorist framework suggests
that the media is a tool used by the dominant capitalist order - those in power - to disseminate
their ideology, a system of ideas and emotions, to the masses. The masses, however, believe the
media's claims to objectivity, neutrality and balance, thus the ruling class is able to control the
masses without their knowledge.
While Hall's primary concern here is the role of the mass media in sustaining the control
of the ruling class, it is obvious the company falls within the notion of this ruling class. There-
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fore, from the Neo-Marxist perspective, the company's major role would be the exploitation of
the masses; communicative acts undertaken by the public relations function are attempts to
further that exploitation. In light of this view, negotiation between a company and a relevant
public would be considered an attempt to retain the status quo.
Critical theorists, preoccupied with the notions of exploitation and manipulation, view the
company as an economic being, trying to hold on to its economic and ideological domination
over the masses. This viewpoint is incomplete, as it ignores the aspect of social responsibility
within the company's activities. Some companies may view themselves solely as economic
beings, but those wishing to survive throughout the next decade must adjust this self-concept to
include the company's role as a socially responsible citizen. The company, then, is concerned
not only with profit-seeking ventures, but with the general welfare of the entire community. It is
primarily through the negotiation process that exploitation stops and benefit to the masses begins. When the company concedes to negotiate, it is in effect volunteering to change the status
quo, not sustain it.

James Carey - The Ritual View of Communication
To understand the company negotiation process, one must first start with an understanding of the ritual view of communication as espoused by James Carey (1975). Carey describes a
ritual concept of communication originated by John Dewey when he writes:
In a ritual definition, communication is linked to terms such as sharing, participation,
association, fellowship, and the possession of a common faith. This definition exploits
the ancient identity and common roots of the terms commonness, communication, community, and communication. A ritual view of communication is not directed toward the
extension of messages in space but the maintenance of society in time; not the act of
imparting information but the representation of shared beliefs. (p. 6)
The ritual view is in contrast to the more commonly held transmission view of communication
which centers around the "transmission of signals or messages over distance for the purpose of
control" (Carey, 1975, p. 3).
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The company negotiation process can be better conceptualized through the ritual view of
communication, as it provides a more comprehensive understanding of negotiation. In this
sense, communicative acts, of which negotiation is but one, help the company build a community
in which it is willing to abide. The community is one in which its members hold shared beliefs,
one in which reciprocal relationships are established. To come to a shared understanding of the
situation at hand and an agreement as to how all parties involved should act requires a communicative act such as negotiation. Negotiation is a matter of adjusting to the needs of other parties
without giving up one's own stance entirely. The goal of this adjustment is to create shared
beliefs and form a community in which all parties can satisfactorily survive. The ritual view of
communication properly includes the notion of an adjustment process which will be described in
much more detail later.
Kruckeberg and Starck took this notion of the ritual view of communication and applied
it to the practice of public relations. They define public relations as " ... the active attempt to
restore and maintain a sense of community" (Kruckeberg and Starck, 1988, p. xi). They observe
that the role of the public relations practitioner is not only to serve their clients, but society at
large. Following this argument, the public relations practitioner serves both the client and
society when it leads the negotiation process whereby community is formed and reciprocal
relationships are established. Even though the public relations practitioner is unable to solely
determine how each party will adjust to each other, he/she is the liaison between the publics and
the company. He/she is the communication channel between the two, allowing each to communicate their own position, their needs, and ultimately find a satisfactory compromise.
This view of the public relations practitioner obviously diverges from the public relations
technician found in many organizations~ the person who writes news releases or composes the
house organ. Instead, the public relations practitioner discussed here would be an agent for the
most senior management, counseling them during the negotiation process. The specific roles of
the public relations practitioner will be further discussed as more views of communication are
investigated.
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The Transmission View of Communication
In the transmission view of communication, the movement of messages across space is
the main concern. Transmitting messages is primarily a technical matter. Under the transmission view, the public relations practitioner as technician tries to eliminate noise so receivers will
understand the message in its original meaning. This transmission of messages for the purpose
of controlling the receiver is a far cry from the adjustment process described in light of the ritual
view of communication. In adjustment, the sender (the company) is willing to change the status
quo to find a suitable position that will satisfy all parties involved. In transmitting, the sender is
only interested in bringing the receivers, or the other parties involved, under its control so that it
can maintain the status quo. Thus, the conservative approach of the transmission view of communication coincides with Hall's Neo-Marxist viewpoint. The conservative view thus renders
the transmission view incomplete in discussing the negotiation process.
In rejecting the transmission view of communication as a foundation from which to view
the negotiation process, many fundamental communication models are also rejected. These
models primarily treat communication as a one-way, linear and mechanistic process. Even still,
some of these models display elements pertinent to Carey's ritual view of communication. That
is, several models transmission in nature exude concepts of adjustment in their framework. The
following discussion will make explicit those concepts which can be used to further the understanding of Carey's ritual view of communication.
Carey's discussion of ritual communication, insightful as it is, lacks specific details about
the interaction of elements involved in communication. A model of negotiation is needed to
articulate the dynamics of the elements involved in the ritual communication. The concepts
borrowed from the transmission models of communication will facilitate the construction of a
company negotiation model under the direction of Carey's ritual communication.
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Wilbur Schramm - Fields of Experience and Interaction
While some of Wilbur Schramm 's models appear to be rather technical in nature,
Schramm actually defines communication from a ritual view. He writes: "Communication
comes from the Latin communis, common. When we communicate we are trying to establish a
'commonness' with someone. That is, we are trying to share information, an idea, or an attitude"
(Schramm, 1954, p. 3). From hence comes his first contribution to the model of the company
negotiation process: fields of experience (see figure 2). Schramm diagrams these fields of
experience as overlapping circles; they represent the "accumulated experience of the two individuals trying to communicate" (Schramm, 1954, p. 6). He writes:

If the circles have a large area in common, then communication is easy. If the circles do
not meet-if there has been no common experience-then communication is impossible.
If the circles have only a small area in common- that is, if the experiences of source and

destination have been strikingly unlike- then it is going to be very difficult to get an
intended meaning across from one to the other. (p. 6)
The company and the relevant public, an environmental activist group for example,
may have a very small area of their fields of experience in common. The corporation's
experience is that of earning profits; the activist group's experience is that of protecting the
environment. Communication will thus be difficult. Schramm 's model is insightful as it
shows that the two groups need at least some similar experiences in order to communicate.

It is through the negotiation process that the two groups discover their similar experiences,

Fitld of J::xptrimct

Fitld of Exptrit11c:t

Figure .2-Schramm's model showing overlapping fields of experience.
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recognize their differences and try to find a common ground - or a community-in which
they are both willing to reside.
Schramm 's notion of interaction (see figure 3) is also pertinent to the concept of a
company negotiation process. In this model. Schramm views the communication process
as interaction between two parties, both of whom act as senders and receivers, or encoders
and decoders. He describes the process as endless - with no specific point of beginning or
conclusion. This model includes the idea of feedback which " ... tells us how our messages
are being interpreted" (Schramm, 19.54, p. 9). The communicator then modifies his or her
messages in light of this feedback.
The idea of adjustment, adjusting one's message if not one's position on an issue, is
introduced in this model by Schramm. The continuous nature of communication coupled with
feedback allows both parties to know what needs adjusting. In addition, Schramm 's model gives
the receiver, or the relevant public in this case, its respectful place in the communication process:
an equal with the sender. The negotiation process cannot be accomplished by the one-way
dissemination of messages from the company to its public- it must be mutual whereby the
public also sends messages to the company. When the public becomes sender as well as receiver, the corporation knows where this public stands on an issue. Thus. Schramm 's model
provides for this dual role held by both the company and the public.

Decoder

Interpreter

Uccoder

Figure 3-Schramm's model showing interaction between participants.

Interpreter
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Theodore Newcomb - Co-orientation toward Symmetry
Theodore Newcomb's (1953) model also provides insight to the company negotiation
process. Newcomb views communication as occurring within an interdependent system of A-BX (see figure 4). A and Bare two people who communicate and Xis the object of their communication. This system is interdependent because both A and B retain their own orientations, or
attitudes, toward X and toward each other. A's orientation toward X, however, is dependent on
B's orientation toward X: A takes into account how B feels about X before forming A's own
orientation toward X. The reverse is also true. Thus, it is evident that A-B-X form an interdependent system.
Co-orientation, then, is achieved when A and B orient themselves within the system in
regards to X and to each other. Co-orientation is realized through a process of communication.
In terms previously used, A and B adjust to one another and to X through a negotiation process.
The goal of this communication, or co-orientation, is symmetry - a position of balance within the
system where A and B's orientations toward X and each other are in relative accordance. A and
B communicate to better understand each other's orientation toward X. Then, they adjust themselves to a satisfactory position in regard to X and to each other so that the system remains in
balance and can be comfortably maintained.
If A and B feel differently towards

X

X, but A and B hold high attraction for each
other, it is highly likely that A and B will try
to influence one another towards one's own
point of view. If their influencing, or negotiation for this discussion, is successful, they

B

A

have achieved symmetry within the system.
If symmetry cannot be achieved, A and B

Figure 4-The basic Newcomb A-B-X
model.

may choose to cut-off their association and
exit the system.
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Newcomb finds two advantages in achieving symmetry. The first is that A and B can
predict each others' behavior to a certain degree, because both carry the same attitudes toward X.
The second advantage is that symmetry allows A and B to feel confident in the social reality they
have created. A is reassured that he/she holds the proper attitudes toward X because B also holds
those attitudes. Finally, when these advantages are realized by both A and B, Newcomb writes,
" ... communicative acts resulting in increased symmetry are likely to be rewarded, and symmetry
is likely to acquire secondary reward value" (Newcomb, 1953, p. 395).
Newcomb's ideas of co-orientation and symmetry can be easily applied to the company
negotiation process within the environmental arena. If Bis a company and A is the company's
customers, both have certain attitudes toward X, the environmental issue. For example, if B
wants to ignore the issue in favor of retaining higher profits, and A is concerned about the issue
and refuses to purchase products from a corporation which does not demonstrate concern, A and
B would form a system in which neither wishes to exist. B wants to keep its customers, and A
wants to continue purchasing the goods it prefers. Since they form this system, A and B must
take into consideration each other's orientations toward X before fully entrenching their own.
Thus, A and B enter into negotiations, or communicative acts, in which they learn each
other's orientations toward the environmental issue. These communicative acts could take many
forms. The company could conduct a survey of customers asking environmentally related
questions , or could hold focus group sessions with representative customers. The customers
could learn about the company's environmental stance through information carried by the mass
media, direct mail, or word-of-mouth.
As both begin to understand each other's position, they begin to formulate ideas about
how they need to adjust to achieve symmetry within the system. They will also try to influence
each other's opinions regarding X through more communication. As these negotiations take
place, they will begin to move closer together toward a common orientation in regard to X. The
company may decide it needs to use environmentally safe packaging for its products, for instance. The customers may agree that if the corporation makes this concession, they will hold
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off on their plans to boycott the company's products. This negotiation continues until A and B
feel comfortable within the system they've created. In Carey's terms, the communication talces
place until A and B establish a community with shared beliefs regarding X. Once this community is established, a reciprocal relationship between A and Bis formed.
When A and B achieve symmetry in their negotiations, they will enjoy the benefits
described by Newcomb. First, they will know what to expect of each other's actions. The
company will be confident that its customers will continue to purchase its products, and the
customers will have faith in the corporation's environmental integrity. Second, they will each be
reassured of their own stance regarding the environment and each other. When these advantages
are realized, the symmetry talces on its own reward value: mainly the good will the customers
feel toward the corporation and vice versa.
Finally, there is always the chance that the negotiations between the company and its
customers fail. In this situation, the customers will find the system unacceptable and will exit the
system altogether. This obviously is not ideal from the company's point of view, giving support
to the argument that companies must be willing to adjust to the needs of their relevant publics
through the negotiation process if they want to survive throughout the next decade.

Bruce Westley and Malcolm MacLean -The Gatekeeper
Bruce Westley and Malcolm MacLean (1957) talce Newcomb's theory and apply it to
mass communication. They suggest that there are numerous Xs in the sensory field of B, a
person (see figure 5). There are so many Xs that B must orient toward them selectively. A is
another entity which tries to modify B's perception of an X by sending purposive messages. C is
the gatekeeper, a role primarily fulfilled by the mass media. C transmits to B messages from A
and nonpurposive messages, or messages with no specific intent to influence B. In this model,
then, C is the filter for all messages reaching B whether they be from an intentional source, A, or
from the general environment. Thus, C actually becomes an agent for B because it selects and
transmits Xs to B which fulfill B's needs.
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The mass media are
often used as a prototype
in explaining C, however, one should not
limit the role of C, the
gatekeeper, strictly to

X4
•••

fuc

that of the mass media.
Westley and MacLean
describe the role of C

Figure 5-Westley and MacLean's model for mass communication.

when they write: " ...the

effect of the addition of the C role is to provide B with a more extended environment" (Westley
and MacLean, 1957, p. 34). There are many other societal positions in addition to the media
which extend the environment for a B. In terms of the negotiation process within the environmental arena as discussed here, C is the public relations practitioner who extends the environment of B, the company. C acts as a gatekeeper for the company, selecting relevant Xs and
transmitting them to B.
The negotiation process is ideally carried out by senior management in the corporation
who make strategic decisions. The public relations practitioner acts as a counselor to management, advising them on important issues to the company. Thus, when B is referred to as the
company in the negotiation model, it references top decision-makers in the company. C, the
gatekeeper, facilitates this decision-making process, in this case negotiation, by keeping management informed of the issues important to the company.
A becomes a relevant public who is sending messages to B. The public relations practitioner selects messages from A and from the external environment that the corporate decisionmakers need to be aware of in order to make informed decisions. The feedback loops in the
model suggest that C not only takes information in for the benefit of B, but also communicates
messages from B to A. Thus, C serves a dual role of collecting relevant messages for the com-
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pany and communicating the company's messages to the relevant public. This exchange of
messages in an effort to adjust to a position of symmetry within the system is essentially negotiation, facilitated by the public relations practitioner. As an agent of B, C's primary role is to help
B negotiate its position within the system, but in doing this, C inadvertently helps A find a
satisfactory place within the system as well.
The example developed under the discussion of Newcomb's theory also applies to
Westley and Macl.ean's model. The conduit for the communication between the company and
the customers is the public relations practitioner. It would be the practitioner who initiates the
search of the customer's attitudes and opinions about the corporation's environmental stance
because he/she identifies this as a potentially important issue. Therefore, he/she could develop a
survey of customers or conduct focus group sessions. The public relations practitioner is then
able to determine if the issue is of significance; in this case it is, so he/she brings it to the attention of management. Management would consider the company's stance, enter into communications via the practitioner with the public (feedback), and finally reach a position in which both
the company and the public can co-exist satisfactorily. Once this position is reached, a reciprocal relationship is established.
This is an example of the gatekeeper gathering information from A, a relevant public
with a purposive message directed solely at this company. But, the practitioner also gathers
nonpurposive information from the general surroundings. He/she can read trend reports on
corporate environmental programs, stay informed about government environmental regulations
and collect unique ideas from the newspaper. Here again, the practitioner selects the significant
messages and brings them to the attention of management. This influx of information requires
the company to be in a continual state of negotiation, always adjusting its position within a
system to achieve symmetry.
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A Negotiation Model for Company Survival
Drawing upon the different aspects of these communication models discussed, a new
model of the company negotiation process is proposed (see figure 6). As opposed to the previous models which are of a general communication nature, this model is specifically designed to
demonstrate the negotiation process of the corporation with the public relations practitioner as
gatekeeper.
In the proposed model, A, Band X form an interdependent system as in Newcomb's
model. B is the company for which C, the public relations practitioner (gatekeeper), works. A is
a relevant public. Both A and B hold an attitude, or orientation, toward X, an environmental
issue. The public relations practitioner gathers messages regarding X from the public and transmits them to the company. He/she also takes the company's messages regarding X and makes
them available to the public. Thus, the arrows point both ways from A to C and C to B as the
practitioner acts as the liaison in communication regarding X. This communication allows both
A and C to evaluate each other's stance regarding X and eventually negotiate to a satisfactory
place in the system. In figure 6, A and B have achieved symmetry in their negotiations, symbolized by the equilateral triangle
that is formed (as opposed to the
acute triangle in figure 7). Both
A and B are an equal distance
from X and from each other.
This does not mean both hold the
exact same orientations toward
X, only that each is satisfied with
their own orientations and each
other's orientations toward X.
Figure 6 -

A proposed model of the corporate

Thus, figure 6 signifies a com-

negotiation process. An interdependent

pany that has established recip-

system in symmetry.

rocal relationships with a public.
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The opposite state is modeled in figure 7. A and B have not yet reached symmetry
regarding the issue of X. Thus, the system triangle they create is not equilateral; the orientations
are not balanced. Here is where the negotiation process comes into play. Three options are
available if the system is to achieve symmetry. A can make all concessions, moving to point 1,
and balancing the triangle. B can concede altogether, moving to point 2, and having the same
effect. Or, both A and B can adjust somewhat in their stances regarding X, forming the triangle
at 3-4. The movement of A and B demonstrates that the negotiation process truly is one of
adjustment with consideration of each other's demands.
In both figures 6 and 7, the circles encompassing A-X and B-X are A and B's field of
experiences, respectively, borrowed from Schramm's model. As A and B communicate about X,
their fields of experience must overlap so they have common knowledge to share. In figure 6,
these fields of experience do overlap because the system has achieved symmetry. In figure 7,
however, these fields do not overlap to a very large degree, indicating the differences in experience each has toward X. Thus, the public relations practitioner faces a challenge: identifying a
commonness between A and B from which the two can begin negotiations.

1

3

Decoder

Figure 7-The negotiation model having not reached symmetry. To achieve symmetry, three
options are available: A could adjust to point 1, B could adjust to point 2, or A and B
could both adjust to points 3 and 4, respectively.
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Another aspect of Schramm 's model is incorporated into this negotiation model: that of
A and B both acting as encoders and decoders. Communication is not one-way in the negotiation process. It cannot be if a satisfactory system is to evolve. Instead, it requires both the public
and the company to act as senders and receivers so they can both adjust accordingly. This idea
of the two-way communication as described in the negotiation process is further employed in
Grunig and Hunt's (1984) description of two-way symmetric public relations:
The two-way symmetric model, in contrast, consists more of a dialogue than a monologue. If persuasion occurs, the public should be just as likely to persuade the
organization's management to change attitudes or behavior as the organization is likely to
change the publics' attitudes or behavior. Ideally, both management and publics will
change somewhat after a public relations effort. (p. 23)
The negotiation process, then, coincides with Grunig and Hunt's description of the two-way
symmetric model of public relations.
This notion of both A and B participating in a dialogue and adjusting their positions
regarding Xis what makes the negotiation process congruent with the ritual view of communication as described by Carey. As stated before, the ritual view holds that communication is a
matter of shared beliefs and the maintenance of society. By participating in mutual adjustment,
A and B are developing shared beliefs about their respective roles toward X. They are also
maintaining the society, or the system, in which they are agreeing to exist. This stands in contrast to the transmission view whereby messages are transmitted for control. If this were the
case, the negotiation process would include one-way arrows and adjustment by only one party,
the party being controlled. The main focus of the negotiation model, then, is the adjustment that
takes place regarding the issue of X, not the transmission of information between A and B. It is
this mutual adjustment through a dialogue that allows relations reciprocal in nature to be formed.
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In figures 6 and 7, the public relations practitioner, C, is also involved in the process of
encoding and decoding, as are the public and the company. As the public relations practitioner
collects messages from the public regarding X, he/she decodes them to gain his/her own understanding and then encodes them again before passing them along to management. Thus, management does not receive the exact message sent by A, but rather C's interpretation of that
message. The reverse is also true, whereby the public's information regarding the company is
also filtered through C. In addition, there will be instances where the public relations practitioner is not directly involved in interpreting messages for A and Bas in the case of face to face
meetings between the two. Thus, one arrow between A and B in figures 6 and 7 does not pass
through the gatekeeper, but flows directly between A and B.

Multiple Issues and Publics
Until now, discussion of the negotiation process has focused on the company's adjustment regarding one public and one issue. This is obviously a simplified version of the real
world. In reality, the company must deal with multiple issues and multiple
publics simultaneously.
Figure 8 offers a still simplified, yet more realistic, view
of the company's negotiations with multiple publics.
The first point to note is the
increased number of issues
(Xs) and publics (As) with
Figure 8 - The corporation is involved in multiple negotiation
systems simultaneously.

which the company is forced
to negotiate. Thus, the
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company has added an additional gatekeeper, or public relations practitioner, to help deal with
the increased amount of communication.
Another key point is the variety of systems in which the company belongs at any given
point in time. In the instance in which this model was created, the company has only one symmetric system -all others are either unbalanced or not yet formed. The equilateral system
formed by B-Al-Xl is similar to figure 6; the system has reached a state of symmetry regarding
issue XL The system created by B-A2-X2 is identical to figure 7, a system in which negotiation
has yet to create symmetry. System B-A3-X3,4 is also an unbalanced system yet to complete
negotiations.
In figure 8, issue X3,4 is labeled as such because it is a single issue for which two publics, A3 and A4, are concerned. The company has identified A3 's concern regarding the issue
and is in the process of negotiations with that public. The company has not yet identified the A4
public, however, thus the broken line between Band A4. The broken line, in this case, could
easily represent A4's attitude toward the corporation regarding the company's position to the
issue. For example, the A4 public may be angry at the company because it believes the company
is illegally dumping toxic wastes (the issue - X3,4) in waterways. Thus, the public has a definite
orientation toward B, but that orientation is not returned because B has not yet identified A4 as a
public with which it is concerned. The gatekeeper, the prime identifier of publics with which the
company must concern itself, is also absent from the B-A4-X3,4 system, indicating the public
relations practitioner has yet to recognize and begin communications with this public.

Case Studies
The proposed negotiation model is admittedly an ideal for corporations to uphold. Rarely
does life follow such ideals. The company's world is far more complex, even than the depiction
of multiple issues and publics in figure 8. Two sample case studies, however, approximate the
company negotiation process in action.
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The Aluminum Company of America Davenport Works

The process used by Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) Davenport Works plant to
negotiate a reciprocal relationship with a public closely resembles the proposed model. All
information in this case study comes from personal interviews with Tim Wilkinson (September
20, 1993), Manager of Communications and Public Policy at Davenport Works, and company
literature.
The Davenport Works plant has a history of progressive environmental initiatives. The
Environmental Lead Team, comprised of managers from engineering, maintenance, operations,
communications (Wilkinson) and environmental safety, was established in 1988 to better implement the ALCOA home office's environmental policy. According to Wilkinson, the general
thrust of ALCOA's policy is, "We will not harm communities in which we operate. And, we will
meet or beat any local, state and federal regulations." The specific mission of the Environmental
Lead Team is to move toward zero discharge of any harmful elements to the air, land and water
by the year 2000.
In 1989, the company was identified as Iowa's number one air toxic polluter due to its use
of perchlorethylene in manufacturing processes. The announcement was made in Washington,
D.C. by an environmental group after SARA Title III reports were made public. National media
immediately began calling the plant for statements. Since management was unaware of the
plant's ranking prior to the announcement, the calls came as a surprise. After handling this crisis
communication incident, the Environmental Lead Team identified perchlorethylene as a major
issue of concern to both the company and many publics. And, although Davenport Works was in
full compliance with all laws, the team decided to voluntarily reduce its use of the substance.
Today, the plant has reduced the use of the chemical by over 90 percent of the 1989 levels.
"Some of it was using technology, but for the most part it was a general mechanic on the job,
going around and figuring out how to tighten up faucets, use washers, and write different job
descriptions so people didn't spray as much on. It was a major cultural change for u~."
Wilkinson said.
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This incident demonstrates the company's willingness to move beyond regulatory compliance towards a proactive environmental strategy. In addition, it illustrates Davenport Work's
ability to mutually adjust to the demands of a public. The company and the public are able to
form a symmetric system, or a community, in which both are willing to coexist.
Another situation at Davenport Works reveals the centrality of the communication
practitioner's role in the development and maintenance of community. Wilkinson initiated the
annual environmental briefing and tour for Quad City environmentalists about three years ago.
The event brings approximately 20 environmentalists representing a dozen organizations to the
plant each year to discuss the company's environmental progress. Here, the communication
practitioner is acting as a liaison between the company and the public. Wilkinson uses the
session as an opportunity to highlight the company's environmental achievements, but also to
listen to the public's concerns.
Three years ago, members of the Sierra Club and another environmental group raised a
question at the briefing: What is ALCOA doing to protect the Mississippi River? Davenport
Works is located on the banks of the river and uses more water in one day for process cooling
than is used by the entire city of Davenport. Identifying the Mississippi River as an important
issue, Wilkinson communicated the group's concern to the Environmental Lead Team, noting
that the Team did not have a proactive answer to give the public. The team discussed the issue at
length over a long period of time, and ultimately decided to implement a closed loop water
system that will reduce the company's dependence on the river. ''That's a ten million dollar
project that we're going to invest in based on a simple question," Wilkinson said. The system is
still in developmental stages and will be phased in over the next five years.
This situation follows the premise of the proposed negotiation model. The company
identified a public, the environmental groups, and an issue, the Mississippi River, about which
both the public and the company are concerned. Davenport Works then participated in a dialogue with the public regarding the issue. The plant managers were willing to mutually adjust to
accommodate the concerns of the public while maintaining profitability. Thus, a symmetric
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system regarding this issue is formed, and the communication liaison has carried out his function
of maintaining community. The ultimate result is the formation of a reciprocal relationship.
"It is a matter of building trust and just doing what you say you are going to do," said

Wilkinson. "It is over time. It cannot be done with flash and publicity. It is done with good,
technical data and being reasonable.
''The communications expert has to be not just a publicity agent, but he has to be the
policy maker," he continued. "He has to identify the emerging issues, counsel with management,
be the conscience of management, and bring the outside world into management. You have to
help shape the policy, help them communicate to all the key audiences, and then go implement it.
All of that typically is not done today. The communications department is brought in after there
is a brochure on the table, and they say, 'Do me a brochure and get me some publicity on it.'
That is not where you start. It really does start with management and their commitment to do
something. Communications really is a focal point for all that happening. They have to be right
there at the table with everybody else."
The Dow Chemical Company

As one of the major chemical producers in the world, The Dow Chemical Company must
deal with numerous environmental issues. To better understand the corporate negotiation process, however, it is more useful to focus on a single issue that has faced Dow since the 1960s.
This Dow case study is a self-report by the company in the book Beyond Compliance: A New
Industry View of the Environment by Bruce Smart (1992). Even with the inherent self-report
bias, it provides insight to the long-term evolution process of which negotiation is a part. This
case study considers Dow's shift from a reactive, defensive stance to one of environmental
proaction in which a sustainable community and reciprocal relationships are created.
Dow began making and selling 2,4,5-T, an agricultural herbicide, in the late 1940s. In
1964, the company identified an impurity in the process that seemed to cause an inexplicable
skin condition in some employees. The company shut down the plant to research the problem.
They discovered the impurity to be dioxin; it was causing the skin condition known as chloracne.
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Dow redesigned the manufacturing process, bringing dioxin to an acceptable level, and thought
they had their problem solved. But, their troubles were not over yet.
A form of the herbicide 2,4,5-T became a component of Agent Orange, a weapon used by
the U.S. in the Vietnam War. Public opinion began to tum against Dow as the media focused on
the potential hazards of dioxin to returning Vietnam Veterans who had been exposed to Agent
Orange. A New York Times January 2, 1985 article reflected on this time in Dow's history by
saying, ''Through it all, Dow seemed impervious to criticism, taking hard-nosed positions on
specific issues and insisting that the critics did not know what they were talking about" (Smart,
1992, p. 159).
Referring to the proposed negotiation model at this point, Dow had identified an issue of
concern (dioxin) to both the company and the public. Dow, as Bin the negotiation model,
recognizes X, the issue, and A, another public concerned about that issue. But, Dow did not
enter into negotiations with the public. Instead, the company claimed the problem did not exist,
citing their own scientific tests which showed dioxin as harmless unless exposed in extremely
large amounts. The company finds itself in figure 7, a system out of symmetry. It is obvious
that Dow lacks any sense of "shared beliefs" with its public at this stage.
The woes of dioxin continued to plague Dow into the next decade. In the spring of 1977,
company scientists found and reported traces of dioxin in the fish from a river flowing near a
Dow plant. This time, however, Dow took a different approach to the dioxin issue. Instead of
denying any problem existed, Dow opened its doors to the media and neighbors, explaining what
they had discovered about the sources of the dioxin and what the company was going to do about
it. They also provided the public with information about dioxin studies from the American
Medical Association and various scientific institutions.
This time around, Dow attempts communication about the issue, but only a monologue.
The company is providing information about its own position regarding dioxin, but it is failing to
ask the public's response. Thus, Dow is positioned in figure 7, with a one-way communication
arrow from B to A.
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In 1982, the dioxin issue flared up again for Dow, instigating a Congressional investigation. Dow had announced a joint study with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
independent scientific organizations to detennine the effects of dioxin pollution on the environmental health of the air, land and water. Things turned negative, however, when an EPA staffer
leaked the fact that Dow had critiqued an EPA report before publication. The hearing into the
matter once again thrust Dow into the glare of attention by Congress, the media and the public.
At this point, a company executive writes, ''The company we all knew was not the company that was portrayed on the nightly news. And we began to understand that we needed to do
a much better job of listening to our critics and of communicating what our studies were finding
out about dioxin in ways they could relate to" (Smart, 1992, p. 160). Then Dow chainnan
Robert W. Lundeen told the New York Times that the congressional hearings were the "two-byfour that hit Dow over the head" (Smart, 1992, p. 161). The case history of Dow continues, "Our
top executives began participating in roundtable conferences, sitting down with people from the
public and private sectors, including environmental groups" (Smart, 1992, p. 161). This input
from the public resulted in a change at Dow. Employees began grassroots recycling programs in
offices and plants. Waste reduction programs were also initiated, saving the company money as
well as emissions.
Dow began a dialogue with relevant publics, listening to their concerns and responding
accordingly. The self-reported infonnation does not clearly indicate if Dow achieved symmetry
on this issue as in figure 6, but the relevant matter is that the company began moving toward that
goal. Dow continued movement towards symmetry in 1991 when it established a Corporate
Environmental Advisory Council made up of external global policy and opinion leaders to advise
the company on environmental, health and safety issues. Dow's president and CEO, Frank
Popoff, said, "We recognize that the public has a right to know what we're doing and a right to
contribute to our decision-making processes. Over the years, we have learned the importance of
opening our doors, seeking new ideas, and gaining the support of our neighbors" (Smart, 1992, p.
178).
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Dow's change of philosophy in dealing with an environmental issue shows the evolutionary process many companies go through before recognizing the validity of the negotiation pro-

cess. When the company is able to admit its mistakes, listen to criticism and make adjustments
accordingly, it is on its way to achieving symmetry and forming a sense of community in which
is can survive. It is on its way to establishing reciprocal relationships.
In this case study, the public, A, is not well-defined, nor are the specific communicative
acts that took place. It was also unclear regarding the demands placed on Dow by the public and
the public's willingness to adjust regarding the issue. The role of C, the gatekeeper, in identifying the issue as one of concern and facilitating the dialogue is also unknown. Even in this limited case study, progress towards symmetry is evident. And, Dow's commitment to continuing
the negotiation process is expressed by Popoff: "Our objective is to be and be seen as part of the
solution to the world's environmental problems by working in cooperation with everybody
concerned - and that means everyone. There's a great deal that we still don't know, and claims
and counterclaims abound, but we intend to keep working toward meaningful dialogue with all
who will come to our table" (Smart, 1992, p. 244).

Summary
The proposed negotiation model establishes a theoretical framework company's must
adopt in order to become environmentally proactive. The basis of this proaction is the formation
of reciprocal relationships through a process of negotiation. When both the company and the
public mutually adjust, they can enter into a symmetric system in which both are willing to
coexist. Thus, they begin to form a sense of community, of shared beliefs as Carey calls it.
The model also establishes the public relations practitioner's role in helping the company
achieve symmetrical systems. He/she is the gatekeeper for the company and the liaison through
which the negotiation process takes place. As a key management function, the public relations
practitioner identifies the relevant publics, communicates with them, and advises management on
the proper adjustments needed to reach symmetry. Thus, the public relations practitioner is a
person who actively restores and maintains the community, as Kruckeberg and Starck would
phrase it.
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PART THREE:
GUIDELINES FOR ACHIEVING
ENVIRONMENTAL PROACTION

"The world we have created today as a result of our thinking thus far has problems
which cannot be solved by thinking the way we thought when we created them."
-Albert Einstein
(Schmidheiny, 1992, P. 82)
Einstein wasn't referring strictly to the environmental issues facing the globe today,
but his principle is relevant nonetheless. Companies wanting to become environmentally
proactive must change both the conceptual framework and the practical ways in which they
do business. The preceding section provided the basis for a proactive conceptual
framework: one in which building and maintaining reciprocal relationships through
negotiation is the highest priority. But how can businesses bring this theoretical goal to life
in daily business? There is no set answer. The road toward environmental proaction takes
a different path for every business. There are, however, some general guidelines proven
successful by those businesses leading the way in sustainable development. The following
pages summarizes these guidelines, and the ways they can be applied to individual
businesses.

Secure Top Management Support
The CEO, board of directors, and other top corporate managers must fully support
the organization's move toward proactivism. Without these leaders' environmental
commitment, no significant changes in thinking or practice can be undertaken by the
organization. According to Smart (1992, p. 97), author of Beyond Compliance, "Few
corporations change without the initiative, or at least great support, coming from the chief
executive. In many cases, the springboard for environmental change has been a strong
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statement by the CEO, followed by a set of guidelines or principles established as corporate
policy and widely disseminated throughout the company and beyond."
Board support for corporate environmental initiatives can be garnered in a number
of ways. Some corporations have gone so far as to create an environmental subcommittee
within the board of directors. ''The committee is made aware of all environmental issues
that affect company operations; as such, it is held accountable for both favorable and
adverse results. Few mechanisms can get an issue resolved more quickly than a riled board
member" (Thomas, 1992). Others, such as PSI Resources in Plainfield, Indiana, draft an
environmental charter and present it to the board for adoption.
Regardless of the methods used, CEO, board and top management support are
necessary so the corporate culture may be molded to reflect the newfound environmental
commitment It is only through a change in corporate culture, in "the way things are done
around here," that environmental issues can become a part of daily decision making.
Changing the corporate culture to reflect environmental proaction is no easy task. It may,
in fact, be the most difficult part of the journey towards environmental proaction.
"[C]hanging a large company's corporate culture is a difficult and time-consuming task.
When change does occur, it is likely to do so in patches, first among a scattering of
sympathetic individuals, then among a few units, and finally the inevitable holdouts will
disappear only at retirement or termination," writes Smart (1992, p. <n). A change in the
corporate culture is supported by many guidelines outlined below. In particular, statement
of an environmental vision, garnering outside input, training employees, and
communicating openly and honestly will help firmly establish environmental considerations
at the heart of the corporate culture.
A Booz-Allen & Hamilton survey of 220 senior executives supports the need for
top management support and a change in corporate culture. The study identified seven
percent of the surveyed companies as environmental leaders based upon their management
of environmental risks. These leading companies shared several key attributes, particularly
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managing their environmental policies more centrally and at higher levels in the
organization. Another shared attribute was integrating environmental concerns throughout
the company, an aspect of corporate culture (Newman & Breeden, 1992).

Establish an Environmental Vision
A newfound corporate environmental vision provides the impetus for a change in
corporate culture. The environmental vision consists of the overriding principles and
policy that will guide all environmental decisions. It is a statement of purpose, of attitude,
of the company's most fundamental beliefs regarding the environment. ''The issue is not
whether the company vision looks good on paper, but whether behavior and outputs
change. When vision is understood to be a common context for action, as opposed to just
a "big goal" or an idealized picture of the future, it provides the framework and guidelines
for stimulating action. Rather than a project to be completed so we can move on to
something else, continuously revising and focusing the vision becomes a major role of top
management" (Schmidheiny, 1992, p. 85). This vision is then supported by specific and
measurable goals, methods to achieve these goals (action plans), and a plan for evaluation,
all outlined in the corporate environmental policy.
The Aluminum Company of America's environmental policy statement is an
example of a corporate vision providing direction for company actions. It reads:

It is Alcoa's policy to operate worldwide in a manner which protects the
environment and health of our employees and of the citizens of the communities
where we have an impact
•We will comply with all applicable environmental laws, regulations and permits,
and will employ more restrictive internal standards where necessary to conform
with the above policy.
•We will anticipate environmental issues and take appropriate actions which may
precede laws or regulations.
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•We will work with government and others at all levels to develop responsible and
effective environmental laws, regulations and standards.
•All Alcoans are expected to understand, promote and assist in the implementation
of this policy.
Alcoa supports this overall vision with an environmental policy implementation plan which
details specific actions, who is responsible for each action, and provides for evaluation
through environmental audits.
Monsanto Chairman and CEO Richard Mahoney summed up his company's new
philosophy of environmental stewardship when he announced the Monsanto Pledge
(Smart, 1992, p. 98). It states that the company pledges to:
•Reduce all toxic hazardous releases and emissions, working toward an ultimate
goal of zero effect;
•Ensure that no Monsanto operation poses any undue risk to our employees and our
communities;
•Work to achieve sustainable agriculture through new technology and practices;
•Ensure groundwater safety;
•Keep our plants open to our communities and involve the community in plant
operations;
•Manage all corporate real estate, including plant sites, to benefit nature; and
•Search worldwide for technology to reduce and eliminate waste from our
operations, with top priority being not making it in the first place.
The Monsanto Pledge is both direct and brief. It was a major change in approach for the
company, and thus garnered much enthusiasm and support from all levels of the
corporation. The company established a committee of both line and staff managers, chaired
by the executive vice president of environment, safety, health and manufacturing, to
implement the appropriate actions supporting the pledge.
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Write an Environmental Policy
The environmental policy is the cornerstone of the corporation's move toward
environmental proaction. An effective environmental policy includes five main elements:
the corporate environmental vision, specific goals, action plans to achieve these goals,
assignment of responsibility, and a method for evaluation. Within these five main
elements, provisions will be made for training employees, crisis planning, working with
industry, public-interest and government groups, and all other guidelines outlined below.
The environmental policy is a reference for all company employees to use when
making a decision. Thus, it is the means by which the environmental vision becomes
action. In addition, it sets the standard by which the company is evaluated. "An
environmental policy statement, published for anyone to see, posts your availability to
participate in greening. You say to customer-publics, inside and outside, 'We're
committed. Here it is in writing. Read it and judge us by it"' (Harrison, 1993, p. 204).
Committing the organization to complying with governmental regulation will likely not
suffice. Skeptical consumers, employees, regulators and activists view compliance as a
minimum: a proactive company is expected to go beyond the requirements of law, striving
for accelerated improvement. "The spirit of' 1.50 percent compliance' goes beyond what
the law requires. It gives the company an attitude of open exploration; in its best-case
expression, it puts the company into an interactive commitment with customer-publics,
looking for ways to work together for environmental and economic balance" (Harrison,
1993). AT&T provides an example of a company pledging more than compliance. The
company is committed to eliminating CFC emissions by 1994 through clooed-loop
processes (Smart, 1992). Monsanto achieved its goal of cutting toxic air emissions 90
percent by 1992, and is now working toward reducing all chemical releases 70 percent by

1995 (Harrison, 1993).
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Restructure the Organization
Depending upon the company's current organizational structure, the newfound
corporate culture and environmental policy may require a new organizational design. One
aspect of the restructuring should provide for environmental policy accountability
(Newman & Breeden, 1992). Specific positions and/or groups within the organization
should be made responsible for implementation of the policy and the subsequent results.
Many companies choose to form an environmental lead team to carry out these tasks. The
team should be composed of players from all aspects of the business including
management, operations, engineering, research and development, regulatory, legal,
communications, marketing and human resources. "The multidisciplinary nature of
environmental problems requires that they be looked at, judged, and decided on by more
people than just an environmental affairs officer. An environmental issue may have
community relations angles - for marketing, engineering, and legal and regulatory aspects.
Thus it is useful to have the results of an environmental audit examined by a committee
incorporating a wide range of management skills, supported by outside experts, that can
judge all the potential ramifications of the various issues" (Seymour, 1991).
Of particular importance, as noted in the preceding section, is the role played by the

communications practitioner. To reiterate, the communications agent facilitates the
negotiation process whereby the company establishes acceptable systems with its various
publics regarding environmental issues. E. Bruce Harrison (1993), author of Going
Green: How to Communicate Your Company's Environmental Commitment, emphasizes
the key role of the communicator in environmental decision-making with reference to
envirocomm-the open, two-way exchange between parties with interest in a specific
environmental matter. "Think of the benefits of a process that continuously communicates
with core publics: It can provide an early warning system to head off (or make it easier to
deal effectively with) public relations problems; it can provide ideas and feedback on your
environmental initiatives and partners or allies in other green initiatives or issues; and it can
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save you money by helping to ensure that you make your green moves efficiently and with
public support," he writes (p. 35).
Once an environmental program is firmly established in the corporate culture and
business practices, responsibility and accountability should be "pushed down to the
operating units with corporate retaining a policysetting and monitoring role" (Newman &
Breeden, 1992). This push will require front-line employees to consider environmental
factors in every decision. The front-line implementation requires both extensive training
and rewarding of employees, as discussed under another subheading.
Organizational restructuring should also ensure resources are available to support
environmental action. According to Price Waterhouse's Director of Environmental
Services John Surma ( 1993), "The company must be willing to commit sufficient
management time, workforce staffing, and expenditures to deal effectively with its
environmental issues-with the knowledge that this will also enhance the organization's
long-term growth and success." The new design should also integrate environmental issues
into all planning and decision processes, for example, investments, marketing, and
research and development (Newman & Breeden, 1992). Environmental issues and impacts
should become an automatic consideration in every company decision.

Solicit Outside Input
A key aspect of building and maintaining reciprocal relationships with publics is the
company's ability to listen and act on the opinions of those outside the organization. In
terms of environmental proaction, this means actively seeking input from various publics
regarding the company's environmental initiatives. Such input can take a variety of forms
including conducting focus group sessions, establishing an advisory board, and initiating
an ad hoc review committee. These intensive, qualitative measures can be supported by
more general input via plant tours, open houses and toll-free numbers. The feedback from
various publics can alert the organization to arising issues, signal when the company and a
public is not in agreement, and set the stage for negotiations to begin. "Management of
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many companies panics at the thought of including outsiders on an environmental team.
However, history has proven that the earlier an organization involves an opposing or
outside perspective, the earlier it can anticipate problems that throw an entire strategy off
track" (Vandervoort, 1991, p. 15). Philip Lesly (1993) notes the importance of soliciting
outside input "Because everyone is involved, it's wise to involve everyone in the process.
People who become involved become informed, and they then have a stake in making
consensus plans work. They want to be part of the solution, not just critics from the
sidelines."
The key to soliciting valuable outside input is openness: to concerns, suggestions,
opinions and gripes. The company must truly be willing to listen and respond to the input,
for most people can tell when an "advisory panel" is simply a superficial gesture. ''The
goal must be a public-interest goal. The message must be clear, positive and nondefensive.
The community must be convinced that its interests come first. The key is open dialogue
with the community and an attitude of helpful honesty in which issues of mutual concern
can be discussed," writes Harrison (1993, p. 198). He adds that the company should
empower the community, allowing citizens to feel they have some control over, or useful
input regarding, their own destiny. This can be done by giving the community a "menu of
options for solving environmental problems," allowing participants to discuss the pros and
cons of various provisions.
Harrison also advises that the open dialogue session should allow the outsiders to
become more familiar and comfortable with the business, thus removing many fears. Tim
Wilkinson, public affairs manager at Alcoa's Davenport Works Plant, uses an
environmental briefing and tour to "remove the fear of the unknown" (Personal
communication, September 20, 1993). "It's a matter of building trust and just doing what
you say you are going to do. It's over time, and it cannot be done with flash and publicity.
By removing the fear of the unknown ... no one is surprised and you take the emotion out of
it. You eliminate the drama and conflict."
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Pursue Partnerships with Industry, Government and Public-Interest Groups
Outside input may also be solicited through partnerships with industry, government
and/or public-interest groups. Partnerships are a formal way of signaling the company's
proactive environmental intent. A partnership with the right organization can go a long way
towards fostering goodwill, opening up dialogue, and making progress toward
environmental goals.
Industry partnerships are on the upswing. They allow similar organizations to pool
resources, share innovative technology, and improve public perceptions of the industry as a
whole. One of the most recognized industry partnerships is the Chemical Manufacturers
Association (CMA) Responsible Care program. The general public has pointed its finger at
the chemical manufacturing industry as villain above all other forms of business. As a
consequence, the industry has suffered from mammoth government regulation and public
skepticism (Smart, 1992). Responsible Care is a widespread effort to improve both
companies' environmental performance and public perceptions. The program, modeled
after a similar industry-wide effort in Canada, requires all CMA member companies to
comply with six environmental codes that cover all aspects of chemical production,
distribution, use, and disposal. Companies report to CMA on a regular basis regarding
their progress in upholding these codes (Harrison, 1993).
Another industry coalition, the International Chamber of Commerce, developed the
Business Charter for Sustainable Development (see appendix B), a more general code of
environmental conduct for all business enterprises. The code provides guidelines from
which companies can develop their own specific policies, and is thus particularly relevant
to this discussion. As of December 31, 1991, over 500 companies from 35 countries have
signed the charter. Other industry partnerships include Keep America Beautiful, the Global
Environmental Management Institute (GEMi), two meetings of the World Industrial
Conference on Environmental Management (WICEM I and II), and the Business Council
for Sustainable Development.
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Businesses should also pursue partnerships, or at the very least, reciprocal
relationships, with government bodies. Section one of this thesis noted the benefits of
obtaining input to the regulatory development process. The complications and headaches
associated with poor government relationships are also worthy of mention. Cooperative
relationships with government officials can be established much like relationships with any
other public: through dialogue. "Communication between the firm and the regulatory
agency should be interactive, not just responsive. In most cases it is in the firm's interest
to move this communication onto a person-to-person basis, to build bridges over time and
not during conflict" (Harrison, 19'J3, p. 72). The long-term approach allows the company
to establish a "credible presence" with regulators. It involves attending meetings open to
the public, learning who has authority, and inviting regulators to open houses. "Be willing
to discuss acceptable alternatives, and be a careful listener. Regulators are often unaware
of your situation and the impact regulation has on your firm, so take the time to educate
them about your circumstances" (Fiesinger, 19'J2).
Company partnerships with public-interest groups are an area of growing interest.
The more than 200 U.S. organized environmental groups with some 10 million members
overall provide fertile ground to grow such partnerships (Harris, 19'J2). While some
environmental activists groups continue in their antagonistic stance toward business, others
are demonstrating their willingness to cooperate with companies in order to reach
environmental objectives. Of the ten largest U.S. environmental groups, all but
Greenpeace cooperate with business in one form or another (Harris, 19'J2). Corporations
benefit from the partnership through third-party credibility, publicity, access to group
members and the pooling of resources. The environmental groups view the partnerships as
an opportunity to "work with corporations to make sure that business ventures respond to
environmental concern" (Fuller, 19'J2).
James Harris, a vice president with Hill and Knowlton, identifies five types of
business-environmental group cooperation (19'J2). Corporations can make unrestricted
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donations to the environmental group's general fund. For example, the National Wildlife
Federation has established a Corporate Conservation Council for those making donations
of $50,000 or more. The NWF plans to expand the dialogue-promoting activities, even
though other environmental groups criticize it for consorting with polluters. A second form
of cooperation-sponsorships-are corporate donations for specific projects that usually
involve conjunctive promotion of both the company and the environmental group. Most
groups scrutinize sponsorship opportunities in light of specific guidelines and long-term
viability. Waste Management's sponsorship of The World Wildlife Fund's hiking trail
cleanup around Mt. Everest is an example.
A third form of cooperation is political coalitions, whether they be formal or
behind-the-scenes. For instance, StarKist worked out an agreement with the Earth Island
Institute to ban all dolphin-related tuna-hunting practices in order to get the Institute to lift a
ban against the company. Some environmental groups offer technical help to organizations
trying to improve environmental practices. The classic example is the Environmental
Defense Fund's (EDF) partnership with McDonald's to reduce solid waste generation. The
cooperative effort led to the fast-food chain dropping its styrofoam clamshells, cutting 80
percent of its waste (Rosenberg, 1992). Although no money ever exchanged hands, the
EDF vehemently defended McDonald's move when it came under criticism just a few
weeks later. Finally, partnerships may take the form of workplace fundraising. For
example, Earth Share based out of Washington, D.C. acts much like a United Way for the
environment. The coalition of about 40 environmental groups solicits donations from
company employees through group presentations.

Train, Reward and Listen to Employees
Involving employees in the company's move toward proaction is crucial.
Employees are one of the company's most vital publics: they, too, require an open and
sustainable dialogue in order to form a reciprocal relationship. When employees understand
and participate in the "greening" of the corporation, the company's environmental vision
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and related corporate culture come to life. If employees do not buy into the new company
philosophy and are unable to carry that philosophy through to action, a company's gocxf
intentions are doomed to fail. It is essential, then, that employees be involved in the
process of change. Their involvement will create a more satisfied and productive
workforce. In addition, "If employees understand and believe, they will come up with
ways to help the company move onto the green. They'll attract support from others outside
the company for this move. They will be a dynamic, positive factor in the creation and
sustenance of relationships vital to the company and, in turn, beneficial to the planet"
(Harrison, 19CJ3, p. 67). Edgar Woolard, chairman and CEO of Du Pont, recognizes the
importance of employee participation to environmental proaction. "As long as
environmental protection remains in a special category assigned to certain people - instead
of part of the mental checklist with which every person approaches every task - then our
environmental accomplishments will remain reactive and corrective rather than proactive
and innovative" (Harrison, 19CJ3, p. 50).
Employees at every level of the organization need to be trained in environmental
issues, rewarded for their efforts, and heard by management. "Many organizations offer
training overviews of environmental laws and regulations to both improve public image and
boost employee morale. These programs help personnel at all level to gain perspective on
the myriad of state, federal, and local laws that affect the company" (Marshall & Mayer,
19CJ2). Training should begin with senior executives, slowly working down to include
middle-level managers and supervisors, and finally the general workforce (Harrison,
19CJ3). Harrison emphasizes that although training must begin at the top of the
organizational chart, it should not be a top-down process, but rather a process of horizontal
communication. This sideways communication can be fostered by talking with employees,
not down to them and by having a trained department supervisor provide new
environmental information to employees (Harrison, 19CJ3). In addition, records should be
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kept on each employee's environmental training to satisfy regulatory requirements
(Marshall & Mayer, 19CJ2).
A system that allows management to receive employee input, hear employee
concerns, and reward employee efforts is also desirable. Employee input can be gleaned
from regular meetings, one-on-one discussions with supervisors, and quality control
circles (Harrison, 1993). Methods used to solicit outside input, such as advisory councils
and focus group sessions, are other options. Additional employee awareness can be
generated through employee newsletters, presentations, bulletin boards, videos and direct
mail (Harrison, 1993). Companies should also establish a method for employees to report
noncompliance with corporate policy without fear of retaliation (Adams, et al, 1992).
Finally, individuals and teams should be rewarded based on accomplishment of
performance measures (Newman & Breeden, 1992). For example, Xerox rewarded five
quality improvement teams in 1990 with Xerox Team Excellence awards. The teams
initiated a variety of cost-saving environmental achievements from improving
environmentally sound packaging (a savings of $2 million a year) to reusing pallets and
packaging (a savings of $25 million a year and 10,000 tons of waste avoided) (Smart,
1992).
Some companies, such as Xerox, build newfound environmental programs on
already established corporate values such as quality and safety. These companies view
environmental training and communication as logical extensions of current total quality
management programs (Friedman, 19CJ2). Quality management programs preach
prevention and continuous improvement-two ideas that mean cost savings and improved
regulatory compliance when applied to environmental issues (Smith, 1991). Xerox used
its quality program to encourage employee involvement and to promote the creation of
multi-disciplinary teams to focus on environmental quality improvement projects.
"Empowered· through the quality process, employees started a number of initiatives, from
local grassroots recycling efforts to worldwide, all-plant programs .... Employee enthusiasm
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for projects that include environmental benefits is significantly higher than for other types
of projects," according to the Xerox case history (Smart, 1992, p. 108-109).

Develop a Crisis Plan
While every step must be taken within the organization to prevent environmental
accidents and other crisis situations, there are no guarantees. Two major environmental
accidents of the previous decade- the Exxon Valdez oil spill and Union Carbide's gas leak
in Bhopal, India-are testament enough to the need for an effective crisis plan. A crisis
plan must be established, easily accessible, and practiced by all members of the
organization. The plan will obviously vary depending on the type of business and
particular circumstances of the moment Regardless of the particulars, the emergency plan
must provide for technical, physical and operational aspects of the incident With these
basics in place, many organizations leave out the crucial role of communication. The lack
of a strong and effective communication element will leave the company facing angry and
fearful employees, consumers, neighbors, and government officials, regardless of whether
the actual physical situation is under control. Thus, it is the communication factor in crisis
planning that allows the company to address public perceptions regarding the accident, in
addition to taking care of the actual accident site.
A crisis communication plan must include four specific elements. First, the plan
should include a copy of the company's environmental policy to explain the company's
attitude and thinking (Seymour, 19<Jl). Second, the plan should provide the logistical
procedures for communicating in a crisis. This includes a list of important people to
contact and their phone numbers, procedures for responding to inquiries, methods for
announcing the incident and updating various publics, and designation of a fully-trained
spokesperson (Seymour, 19<Jl). Third, the plan should provide for operation from a
remote site in the event that the general offices are not reachable. This means that copies of
the plan and all supporting materials such as fact sheets, safety statistics, and current
company information, must be kept in several locations besides the general office so they
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can be easily accessed (Harrison, 1993). Fourth, plans should be developed to involve
other people in the solution of the problem (Lukaszewski, 1989). Multiple stakeholders are
often willing to help resolve the situation, including governments, relief organizations,
public-interest groups, hospitals, neighbors and employees. Specific groups should not be
disregarded in favor of dealing with a single stakeholder. Such exclusivity can lead to
resentment and criticism of the solution process (Sen and Egelhoff, 1991). The crisis
communication plan must be practiced on a regular basis, thereby allowing employees to
feel comfortable and at ease with their duties should an emergency situation occur.
A number of communication professionals analyzed both the Union Carbide and the
Exxon Valdez incidents to develop a list of crisis communication guidelines. The following
are among those guidelines:
1.

Send the right spokesperson immediately. The right spokesperson is ideally
the chief executive officer. "Environmental incidents put the focus of public
opinion directly on the executive who personifies the company and will
communicate for it When there's trouble, people want to hear from the person
who can promise action toward a solution" (Harrison, 1993, p. 164).

2.

Do not hesitate in communicating. The media wants information now, and if
the company spokesperson is not ready, media representatives will find other
sources. In addition, public perceptions regarding the company and its ability
to handle a crisis are formed within a very short time-frame (Sen and Egelhoff,
1991). The company spokesperson must say something in order to remain in
control of the situation. At minimum, he or she should acknowledge the
incident and express intentions to investigate.

3.

Don't speculate about the situation at hand. Label rumors as such and don't try
to minimize impact The company should tell only what it knows and
acknowledge when it doesn't have certain information. Then, a commitment
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should be made to get the lacking information as soon as possible (Harrison,
1993).
4.

Express concern and empathy. These expressions must be credible, however,
meaning that they must be backed up by actions. Companies should not make
promises they do not intend to keep (Sen and Egelhoff, 1991).

5.

Be open. Reveal capabilities, request help, establish needs (Lukaszewski,

1989).
6.

Inform employees and their families. These groups remain a top-priority
public in any crisis situation (Harrison, 1993).

7.

Track the crisis communication. A detailed list of people with whom the
company communicated allows the business to follow up with additional
information after the immediate crisis. A tape recording of what was said
allows communicators to analyze their crisis communication skills (Harrison,
1993).

A public attack by environmental activists on corporate practices often constitutes a
crisis situation. The most proactive action a company can take to prevent these attacks is to
establish reciprocal relationships before conflict materializes. The cooperative relationship
and open dialogue will allow the company and the activist group to negotiate a sustainable
system where public attacks are not necessary. Given that companies cannot always
establish these relationships at the appropriate time, Harrison (1993) offers some
suggestions for controlling environmental attack damage. The first is to understand what
motivates the attacker. This requires researching the groups agenda, beliefs and previous
actions. "You don't want to fight or flee; you want to see where you can agree, where you
and the public share a commitment" (Harrison, 1993, p. 182). In addition, a primary goal
of most environmental activist attacks is publicity. Therefore, the company communicator
must get out of the reactive mode and actively manage media coverage. This means lining
up spokespersons and credible third parties, preparing statements and news releases, and
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not being caught off-guard by media questions. In responding to the media, "No
comment" should be erased from all spokespersons' vocabulary because it simply does not
work (Hanison, 1993).
Another guideline for dealing with environmental attackers is to attempt a dialogue
with the activist organization. "Your task is to try and deflate their balloon and to get direct
information about what's motivating them, how serious they are, who they are, what they
will consider 'success"' (Hanison, 1993, p. 185). The company should explore options
with the group by asking questions, listening to concerns, and remaining friendly. The
company should also announce its commitment to public-interest principles. The
management's honest intention to do well by the public will disarm the attackers and open
the table for dialogue.
Involving third parties in the conflict also tends to depolarize the issue. Companies
should encourage allies from business, politics, academics, sciences or any other logical
area to say something to the media and the attacking group about the company's track
record and intentions. Third-party involvement reduces the "us versus them" mentality and
the polarity of the one-on-one relationship. Finally, the company should never forget to
keep all important publics informed about the environmental attack. This can be done
through letters, memos or news articles. This communication maintains the company's
positive reciprocal relationships with these publics and demonstrates its attitude of
openness (Hanison, 1993).

Communicate Openly and Honestly
Open and honest communication is the all-important factor in building credible
relationships with any public. Dialogue has been an overriding theme throughout this
entire thesis. Open communication with employees, other businesses, government
officials, activist groups and the media has already been addressed in prior paragraphs.
Two additronal publics deserve further attention.
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In communicating with consumers, companies must be particularly cautious.
Environmentally aware consumers are increasingly skeptical of business' claims,
particularly regarding "environmentally safe" products. Claims should not be overstated.
Advertising should use precise, accurate language, and explain and define new terms.
"Say what the advertiser or product is doing to solve or prevent environmental problems,
but do so without hype. Even the best effort is only a small part of the total solution"
(Aho, 1992). In addition, companies should attempt to involve consumers in the solution
to environmental problems. "This helps consumers feel in control of their world and
alleviates the guilt that increasingly accompanies the purchase and use of products with
questionable effects on the environment" (Ottman, 1992).
Investors also deserve open and honest communication regarding the company's
environmental initiatives. Investors can be divided into two primary categories:
shareholders interested in return on the dollar and the more socially-minded investors. For
the former group, companies need to communicate how environmental problems will affect
the company's bottom line, what management is doing to minimize problems, and
environmental cost data. For the socially-minded investors, companies should
communicate environmental commitment and proven results toward achieving
environmental goals (Harrison, 1993).
Again, the notions of dialogue and interaction apply to environmental investor
relations. Harrison (1993) suggests focusing on security analysts and stockbrokers
because these people influence the opinions of stockholders. Company spokespersons
could give speeches to analyst associations or invite analysts to an open house, highlighting
company environmental information and making note of brokers' questions and concerns.
A stockholder questionnaire can tell managers if respondents understand the company's
financial information and what information stockholders want in the annual report.
Stockholder "cluster" con- munication focuses on concentrations of stockholders, inviting
them to open houses or using media outlets to publicize environmental achievements.
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Implement a Regular Environmental Audit
Companies striving for environmental proaction must develop a system to measure
and evaluate progress toward achievement of environmental goals. An environmental audit
is a tool for measurement The audit is defined as "a systematic, thorough review by
trained persons of the operations and practices of a business to determine whether the
business is meeting environmental requirements, to evaluate the effectiveness of
environmental controls already in place, and to generally assess environmental risk" (Buhr,
1991). The environmental audit should consist of a review of a company's facilities or at
least a cross section of facilities (Rademaker, 1991), interviews with key employees, and
external interviews with environmental activists, government officials and the media to
assess their perceptions of the company's environmental impacts (Seymour, 1991). An
audit should be initiated at the outset of a company's commitment to proactive
environmental initiatives in order to establish a benchmark by which to measure future
progress. Then, audits can be conducted at regular intervals after the company's
environmental policies are implemented to measure results.
Some executives are wary about implementing an environmental audit For one,
audits can be expensive, particularly when outside experts are called in to conduct them at
multiple facilities. Managers are also fearful of the information an audit may reveal and
dislike the idea of airing the company's "dirty laundry" (Rademaker, 1991). Another
objection to regular environmental audits is the possibility of being punished based on the
audit's results. "In some cases, if the data show a regulatory infraction, companies must
report it. Moreover, if violations aren't remedied, or a company violates its own higher
standards, it might be liable under recent interpretations of environmental statutes, which
increasingly carry criminal penalties. But by the same token, if problems are fixed with
dispatch ... a good audit system can be a demonstration of diligence" (Smith, 1991).
The benefits of an audit, however, far outweigh its negatives. The most
fundamental reason businesses should incorporate audits into their environmental programs
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is to achieve continuous improvement. In the words of Chevron Corporation, "What gets
measured, must get done" (Newman & Breeden, 1992). Allied-Signal Company
subscribes to this theory: the company audits 60 of its 200 plants each year. The four-day
process at each plant measures how the facility stacks up against legal requirements, some
even stricter company standards, and Allied's goals for improvement "Standards are
always tightening, so improvement must be continuous. The system has teeth because
plant managers are graded on how well they meet the targets, ultimately on a scale of A to
D ... .In 1989, some 57% of the plants audited made As or Bs while 20% got Os. By mid1991, 77% were reporting As and Bs, and not one had a D" (Smith, 1991). Allied
contributes much of its ability to continuously improve to its effective evaluation methods.
Environmental audits also provide a tool for identifying potential problems. "An
environmental audit will serve the purpose of an early warning system so that problems can
be avoided altogether or at least dealt with at the early stages when they are less costly"
(Buhr, 1991). Other benefits of the audit include liability reduction through the
identification of problem areas, legal protection through assurance of regulatory
compliance, cost reduction through increased information on which to base management
decisions, decreased insurance premiums through lowered environmental risk, and positive
communication opportunities (Buhr, 1991).

Conduct Llfe Cycle Analysis
Proactive companies must expand their thinking beyond their facility walls and
immediate products to include the environmental impacts of all business related activities.
Life cycle analysis is one way environmental assessment can be expanded. A 1990
workshop by the U.S. Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry identified three
stages of life cycle analysis (Schmidheiny, 1992). First, companies take inventory of
environmental emissions and resource consumption at each stage of the product's life
cycle, including resource extraction and processing, manufacturing, distribution, consumer
use, disposal, and possible reuse. Second, the environmental impacts of the emissions and
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resource use are measured and assessed. Finally, opportunities for improvement are
identified. Proctor & Gamble is a company pioneering in life cycle analysis of its product
lines. For example, the company's year-long life cycle study of different packaging
systems led the company to offer its Downy fabric conditioner in 30 percent recycled highdensity polyethylene bottles and in paperboard refill cartons. The refill product contained a
simple environmental message: "Same Downy Softness and Freshness - Less Packaging
to Throw Away" (Schmidheiny, 1992).
A "cradle-to-grave" approach means communicating environmental goals and
requirements to both suppliers and distributors. For example, S.C. Johnson called nearly
200 managers and suppliers together for a conference on environmental performance. CEO
Richard Carpenter established specific, measurable goals for company-supplier
performance. The conference was followed-up with mailings and a newsletter to keep the
gains and aims of the meeting alive (Harrison, 1993).
When suppliers and distributors join the company in its proactive environmental
stance, several benefits can be recognized (Harrison, 1993). First, it makes the company's
environmental goals easier to achieve due to the synergy from related efforts. Second, it
makes the company part of a green chain, not a solitary link. Third, it reinforces the
company's credibility with other publics. The life cycle approach can also open-up new
business possibilities. "If you become responsible for the disposal of your product at the
end of its life, your relationship to that product changes. You may effectively be leasing
the product to your customer rather than selling it Companies have barely begun to think
of how to exploit the marketing opportunities this opens. The firms that do so will do very
well in the next 10 years," according to Frances Caimcross, author of Costing the Earth:
The Challenge for Governments, the Opportunities for Business (Enslow, 1992).
Caimcross gives the example of Dow Chemical Company, which discovered its customers
were worried about the proper disposal of solvents. The company offered to take back the
solvents, clean them up, and return them to the customer. The end result was a reduction
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in the amount of waste solvent created and Dow's opportunity to lock in customers
(Enslow, 1992).

Investigate True-cost Accounting
Companies attempting to become environmentally proactive should become leaders
in the area of true-cost accounting. This emerging concept internalizes the "external costs"
of environmental damage such as pollution and resource depletion (Fuller, 1992). In
essence, it means developing a new system of accounting that fully recognizes all
environmental costs on a company's balance sheet. The largest roadblock to implementing
true-cost accounting systems currently is the difficulty in placing a value on environmental
costs and benefits (Paluszek, 1992). Proactive companies will join other businesses,
government agencies, organizations and academia in developing a system for true-cost
accounting and will be among the first to implement the system.
Full-cost pricing is closely related to the idea of true-cost accounting. In full-cost
pricing, companies charge for their products according to each one's environmental cost to
the company. Such a pricing method requires detailed analysis of costs at every stage of
the life cycle. Full-cost pricing ultimately abandons the current method of pooling all
environmental costs as a cost of doing business in favor of assigning these costs to each
product. Frank Popoff, chairman and CEO of Dow Chemical, recently proposed that
chemical companies adopt full-cost pricing. He suggests that this proactive move would
allow companies to identify differing environmental costs of products and ultimately make
technology and new product design decisions based on this newfound knowledge
(Mathews, 1992).

Make a Long-term Commitment
One of the most fundamental guidelines for corporations to follow is to make a
long-term commitment to environmental proaction. Today's environmental problems were
not created overnight, nor can they be solved through quick-fix approaches. Any company
wanting to become a leader in sustainable development must understand and accept the
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magnitude of the task it is undertaking. As former EPA administrator Lee M. Thomas
( 1992, p. 24) said, "The greening of America is not a passing fad. Companies must be
willing to make substantial, lasting modifications to their operations if they intend to
survive even into the next decade. Environmentally aware consumers will demand it, and
the planet's survival may will depend upon it.,,

Conclusion
This thesis investigates the role of business in the sustainable development
equation. Research suggests that businesses must play a leading, proactive role in
sustainable development to promote their own economic self-interest and the demands of
various stakeholders. Businesses can take a proactive role in sustainable development by
first adopting the conceptual framework of reciprocal relationships. When the company
identifies key issues and publics and then negotiates with these publics through dialogue
facilitated by the communication practitioner, symmetric systems are built and maintained.
The result is both company and public satisfaction regarding environmental initiatives.
Finally, adherence to the thirteen guidelines outlined previously will effectively move the
company into the realm of environmental proaction, and thus sustainable development.
For those who still believe economics and environmentalism are diametrically
opposed, Dow CEO Frank Popoff has a timely reminder: "Fifteen years ago, the same
thing was said about quality and lower costs. The Japanese ... proved how wrong they
were,, (Mathews, 19<J2, p. A21). It is now time for businesses to prove the skeptics
wrong by demonstrating the viability of sustainable development through proactive
initiatives and reciprocal relationships.

Appendix A
The Valdez Principles

The Valdez Principles were formulated by the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible
Economies in September 1989, shortly after the Exxon tanker Valdez spilled 11 million gallons
of crude oil into Alaska's Prince William Sound. The principles are presented as shareholder
resolutions during proxy votes. If adopted, the principles bind the company to the following
(Minow & Deal, 1991):
1.

Protection of the biosphere: Minimize and seek to eliminate release of pollutants

causing damage to the air, water, or earth or its inhabitants. Safeguard habitats in
rivers, lakes, wetlands, coastal zones, and oceans and minimize contributing to the
greenhouse effect, depletion of the ozone layer, acid rain, or smog.
2.

Sustainable use of natural resources: Make sustainable use of natural resources,

such as water, soils, and forests. Conserve nonrenewable natural resources through
efficient use and careful planning. Protect wildlife habitat, open spaces, and
wilderness while preserving biodiversity.
3.

Reduction and disposal of wastes: Minimize creation of waste, especially

hazardous waste, and whenever possible recycle materials. Dispose of waste through
safe and responsible methods.
4.

Wise use of energy: Make every effort to use environmentally safe and sustainable

energy sources. Invest in improved energy efficiency and conservation in our
operations. Maximize energy efficiency of products we produce or sell.
5.

Risk reduction: Minimize environmental health and safety risks to employees and

communities in which we operate by employing safe technologies and operating
procedures and by being constantly prepared for emergencies.

6.

Marketing of safe products and services: Sell products or services that minimize
environmental impacts and are safe as consumers use them. Inform consumers of
environmental impacts of products or services.

7.

Damage compensation: Take responsibility for harm we cause to the environment
by making every effort to fully restore the environment and compensate persons
adversely affected.

8.

Disclosure: Disclose to employees and the public incidents relating to operations
that cause environmental harm or pose health and safety hazards. Disclose potential
environmental, health, or safety hazards posed by operations and take no action
against employees who report conditions that create a danger to the environment or
pose health and safety hazards.

9.

Environmental directors and managers: Commit management resources to
implement these Principles, to monitor and report on implementation, and to sustain
a process to ensure that the board and CEO are kept informed of, and are fully
responsible for, environmental matters. Establish a committee of the board with
responsibility for environmental affairs. Have one board member qualified to
represent environmental interests.

10. Assessment and annual audit: Conduct and make public an annual self-evaluation
of progress in implementing these Principles and in complying with all applicable
laws and regulations throughout worldwide operations. Work toward timely creation
of independent environmental audit procedures completed annually and made
available to the public.

Appendix B
The Business Charter for Sustainable Development
The Business Charter for Sustainable Development was adopted at the second World
Industrial Conference on Environmental Management in Rotterdam in April 1991. The charter
was developed under the aegis of the International Chamber of Commerce with input from many
corporate managers. As of December 31, 1991, over 500 companies from 35 countries have
signed the charter. The Charter holds signatories to the following Principles (Smart, 1992, p. 7981):

1.

Corporate priority: To recognize environmental management as among the highest
corporate priorities and as a key determinant to sustainable development; to establish
policies, programs and practices for conducting operations in an environmentally
sound manner.

2.

Integrated management: To integrate these policies, programs, and practices fully
into each business as an essential element of management in all its functions.

3.

Process of improvement: To continue to improve corporate policies, programs and
environmental performance, taking into account technical developments, scientific
understanding, consumer needs, and community expectations, with legal regulations
as a starting point; and to apply the same environmental criteria internationally.

4.

Employee education: To educate, train, and motivate employees to conduct their
activities in an environmentally responsible manner.

5.

Prior assessment: To assess environmental impacts before starting a new activity or
project and before decommissioning a facility or leaving a site.

6.

Products and services: To develop and provide products or services that have no
undue environmental impact and are safe in their intended use, that are efficient in
their consumption of energy and natural resources, and that can be recycled, reused,
or disposed of safely.

7.

Customer advice: To advise, and where relevant educate, customers, distributors,
and the public in the safe use, transportation, storage, and disposal of products
provided~ and to apply similar considerations to the provision of services.

8.

Facilities and operations: To develop, design and operate facilities and conduct
activities taking into consideration the efficient use of energy and materials, the
sustainable use of renewable resources, the minimization of adverse environmental
impact and waste generation, and the safe and responsible disposal of residual
wastes.

9.

Research: To conduct or support research on the environmental impacts of raw
materials, products, processes, emissions, and wastes associated with the enterprise
and on the means of minimizing such adverse impacts.

10. Precautionary approach: To modify the manufacture, marketing, or use of
products or services or the conduct of activities, consistent with scientific and
technical understanding, to prevent serious or irreversible environmental
degradation.
11. Contractors and suppliers: To promote the adoption of these principles by
contractors active on behalf of the enterprise, encouraging and, where appropriate,
requiring improvements in their practices to make them consistent with those of the
enterprise~ and to encourage the wider adoption of these principles by suppliers.
12. Emergency preparedness: To develop and maintain, where significant hazards
exist, emergency preparedness plans in conjunction with the emergency services,
relevant authorities, and the local community, recognizing potential transboundary
impacts.
13. Transfer of technology: To contribute to the transfer of environmentally sound
technology and management methods throughout the industrial and public sectors.

14. Contributing to the common effort: To contribute to the development of public
policy and to business, governmental, and intergovernmental programs and
educational initiatives that will enhance environmental awareness and protection.
15. Openness to concerns: To foster openness and dialogue with employees and the
public, anticipating and responding to their concerns about the potential hazards and
impacts of operations, products, wastes or services, including those of transboundary
or global significance.
16. Compliance and reporting: To measure environmental performance; to conduct
regular environmental audits and assessments of compliance with company
requirements, legal requirements, and these principles, and periodically to provide
appropriate information to the Board of Directors, shareholders, employees, the
authorities and the public.
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